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ABSTRACT
The i ncreas i.ng contact between countries in today s s_hri nki ng
1

world indtcates an u.rgent need for effective communication between
cultures.

Fundamental to satisf.Yi.ng this need is an understanding of

cultural value systems--what factors have created them and how they
interact withtn society.

This paper addresses the value systems of two

countries that recently have found themselves in positions of expanding
contact, the United States (US) and' the People's Republic of China (PRC).
The va.1 ue systems of the cultures are traced from their tra.nsferrence
to the young of the cultures· thro.ugh forma 1 educati ona 1 systems to their'
effect on learning and perceptual sets.

General implications are then

suggested as to the effect of these learning and perceptual sets on the
communicator s·tyles of the cultures when meeting in a small task group
setti.ng.
Two basic premises of this paper are that culture is learned and
-

that thts learni.ng process, referred to as "deutero-learning, or
11

learning to learn, by Bateson (Ruesch and Bateson 1968), affects the way
i.n which all other stimuli are received and interpreted.
~egarding

Expectations

these stimuli form learning and perceptual sets that influence

communication behaviors.
l
j
j.
'

A synthesis of research indicated that the people of the PRC
historically and presently place a high value on the concepts of
collaterality, or ."groupness," and cooperation.

These cultural tendencies

.are reflected in a variety of educational structures and processes,

3'

which,for the purposes of this study, were classified into five categories:

"group ;·dentity," nsoctal responsibility," "authoritarianism,"

"conf1 i ct avoidance," and "r.egul at ion. 11
It was shown how these teaching structures and processes helped
form in the Chinese student cooperative and conformant perceptual and
1earni: ng sets·.

Such sets may be revea 1ed in sma 11 task group communi ca-

tion behaviors such as an ;·nterdependence of group members, a concern
with formality and procedure, .a polychronic time orientation, a strict
adheren.ce to group norms, minimal overt displays of emotion or censure
(as manifested in a concern for

11

face,

11

jndirection and compromise),

directive leaders, a centralized communicati9n pattern, a conformant
decision-making process, an efficient problem-solving approach, and a
~igh

dependence on context for the interpretation of messages.

A review of literature indicated that individualism and competition
a.re two pervas·i. ve and strong va 1ues in the majority culture of the US.
Th.es.e tendencies a.re at least· partially a result of educational approaches

which can be cat.egorized thus:

"self-orientation," "individual flexi- ·

bility,u "democracy," "confrontation," and "critical thinking."
These teaching structures and processes lead to an individualistic
and competitive 11 set 11 that may be revealed in the following small task
. group behavioral characteristics:· a stress on organization, task
accomplishment, and democratic group organization and leadership;
a monochronic, or linear, time orientation; a lack of commitment to group
objectives; a quantitative approach to solutions; an analytical,
somewhat creative approach to

problem-solvi~g;

and outspoken, aggressive

and superfictally gr.egarious oral communications.

4

It is 'suggested that w·hen the two task. groups interact, one may
begin tq overcome resultant communication.blocks through an empathic
awareness of the prob1em differences--what they are and why and how they
opera te--a.nd a wi 11 i.ngnes s to switch from one' .s own frame of reference to
that of another in order to better interpret and work with those cultural
· di:fferences.
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CHAPTER

I

INT.RODUCTI ON

The increasi_ngly interactive quality of cross-cultural relations
in today's politically, economically and socially animated world cannot
help but finally turn attention towards the often ignored need for
effective intercultural understandi_ng and communication.

It has long

. been rec_ogni zed that there are differences between cultures that can
~~itically

impede

p~aceful

international relations; it has.only been in

the last few years, however, that the voices of those who study the
communication processes operati_ng in such circumstances have been heard,
thus_ granti_ng the study of Intercultural Communication the recognition
it-deser~es

as an essential element in world affairs.

The process orientation of Intercultural Communication separates
this field from those more widely rec_ognized cultural disciplines _which
emphasize content_

The latter

describ~

the products of

cultures~

while

Intercultural Communication examines how those products and other variables interact when representatives of two or more cultures attempt to
cornmuni cate.

The factua 1 knowl e_dge provided by content-oriented courses

is certainly an

in~egral

aspect of intercultural understandi_ng, but alone

it is ineffectual; when applied

thr~ugh

the techniques of Intercultural

Communication, however, facts become part of a dynamic process that,
through awareness and empathy, works to overcome intercultural barriers.
Society is slowly qWakeni_ng to the need for this process-oriented approach

to

cult~ral inte~action.

2

The fact that the United States has recently recognized the
People's Republic of China (PRC) has_ given additional urgency to the
need for greater intercultural awareness:

to the massive volume of

for~ign

must 1eqrn to understand.

a new chapter has been added

lifeviews and lifestyles which Americans

Given the pervasive nature of America's

potential transactions with the PRC--political, economic, educational·
and social--it is important that not

jus~

government representatives,

but all Americans be aware of the process of effective intercultural
communication.
To understand the active process of intercultural corrmunication,
one must first be aware of the passive factors that influence it, i.e.,
values.

Knowledge about one's values, which are defined as ''preferred

channels of communication or relatedness

11

(Isenberg 1972, p. 8), is

necessary for the interpretation of messages.

Without this knowledge,

the process of communication stands the risk of being superficial and
ineffective.
Alth~ugh

it is generally accepted that value systems are learned,

rather than inherited (Ruesch and Bateson 1968; Krech, Crutchfield and
Ballachey 1962; Rosenthal and Zimmerman 1978), the focus of this precept
has been on the content of the learning experience.

There are some,

however, who advance the theory that it is not so much instructional
content that matters as it is the actua 1 1ea rni_ng process.
Bateson, in Communicati6n:

Gregory

The Social Matrix of Psychiatry, promotes

just .s.ucn--a theory and _creates the term ndeutero-learningu--learning- to
learn=-:to i de~ti fy

H~·

He suggests that there is a

set of formal categories for describing character structure, and
these descriptioris are derived not from what the subject has
learned in the old simple sense of the word "learning, but from
11

3

the context in which the simple
Bateson 1968, p. 217).

learni~g

occurred (Ruesch and

He states that it is the structure of learni_ng. that molds our tho_ught
processes, thus our

valui~g

processes.

In the.Amefican and Chinese

societies, where formal education fills a major portion of a person's
developmental years, much of what happens in terms of value formation
takes place in

th~

context of the school.

Education, then, becomes a

purveyor of the value system from which communication behaviors are drawn.
This paper will attempt to demonstrate how the process of formal
education acts as an agent in the transmission of societal values to the
indivi dua 1 by facil itati_ng the formation of value-oriented perceptua 1 and
learning sets, as described in Bateson's deutero-learning theory.
Emphasis is placed on this aspect of the paper because of the important
role i·t plays in understandi.ng the intercultural communication process.
Furth.er, this paper wi 11 touch upon how, once these sets a re formed, they
may influence interaction patterns in small task group settings.

Both

areas will be examined within the contexts of the present general cultures
of the US and the PRC.

The paper wi 11 conCl ude by s u.gges ti.ng a few inter-

cul tura 1 communication blocks that may result from the difference between
va 1ue sys terns and thus l earni_ng and perceptual sets of the two cultures.
It is hoped that such information will provide information for a better
understanding of the two cultures and that the processes described herein
will be generalizable to an awareness of value acquisition and transmission Jn other cultures as well.
Communication patterns in the small task group
for this study in order to isolate the information on
perceptual sets and theif

correspondi~g

setti~g

were selected

value~oriented

behaviors into a relevant and

I

. 4

I
I

I

..

workable env·fronment. A task. group is here defined as "a. group that

~s

confronted with a stimulus situation in which the· group is held accountable for some outcome such that their behavior is subject to assessment
~gainst specifiabl~

criteria"·

{B~rg

·and Bass 1961). Since

~uch

of the

ir:iitial. interaction between the US and the PRC is most likely to take
· p1a.ce tn such a setti.ng--1.. e. , business· meeti.ngs to determine contracts
and· poltcies--and. since behaviors found in the task. group environment

·may often be indicative of typical reactions in other situations, formal

or informal, it was felt that this.framework would have generalizable
.- ·import.
The fact that this paper discusses only majority. characteristics in
both. cultures should be emphasized.

Rec_ognizing that there certainly

..

w111 be exceptions and variations to the.tendencies described herein,
this paper riecessari1y f~ concerned with those chiracteristics which,
over: ti"me, have shown themselves to be consistently and comprehensively
r_epresentative of the cultures.

It is also important to keep in mind that·

many of the ch.aracteri sti cs ass.i gned ·to each culture in this paper may .

be sha.red by the other culture as .well? with the difference

be1ng

primarily

one of d.eg.ree.
Innumerable studies have been done on the small
cation

proces~;

tas~

group inter-

the Western world abounds with theories and observational

techntques tn this area,. givi_ng emphasis. to the sometimes fanatical
·occtdental preoccupati·on with the values of work and action.

The litera-

ture available on the more passive·Oriental culture holds less concrete·
evid~nce

on the subject.

Con~equently,

most of the ideas

~~ggested

in ·

this pa.per are th.e result of synthes:i zi_ng speci fie, observab1e phenomena ·
wtth abstractions •. Thts is ·accomplished by describi_ng cultural

.

___

...................

-_

.................. .-.- ......... .-... ...............................................

..
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generali'ties about the ·ta.rget countries and by applyi.ng to these
generalHies the findi.ngs of studies which su.ggest related behavioral
tendencies.

Because of the subjective nature of such associations,

many of the cone 1us i ans~ es peci a11y those dea 1i.ng with the PRC, invite
ad.di ti ona l testi.ng.
Alth~ugh

not plentiful, research

relati~g

to the basic part of this

study (i.e., the effect of education upon perceptual set) is more
readily avail ab1 e.

Pri.mary amo_ng those to venture theories on this

subject is, of course, Gr_egory Bateson.
Concept. of UDeutero-Learni ng

II

(

1942) and

His
11

Social Planning and the

Cultura l Determinants of

Personal tty" ( 1944) bring out many points that demonstrate the effect of ·
deutero-learni~g

upon culture.

Bateson states, for example, that in

learntng experiments it has been found that an individual learning to
recite nonsense syllables not only learns to repeat the nonsense syllables,.
b~t,

correspondi_ngly,· becc;>mes more skilled in the process of learning

nonsense syllables.

Utilizing various learning theories, Bateson shows

how each educational piocess promotes perception and

interpret~tion

of

the environment in a manner which is characteristic of the process itself:
P~vlovi'an

learni_ng· subjects, for example, will learn to expect a world in

which they will have no control over the good and evil which befall them.
Bateson illustrates this theory in the processes of rote learning,
instrumental avoidance and many others (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).
Supporting Bateson's theory is John Martin Rich, in his book,
··Humanistic Foundations of .Education.

In this book, Rich suggests that

the process through which students learn the basic beliefs and modes of
behavior of their culture may be actually part of the teachi_ng process.
The deutero- l earni_ng theory has a 1so been advanced, although not so

. 6
named, by H.E. Harlow (1949) in his. learni.ng set curve, which, Bateson
~~ggest~,

is really a

deutero-learni~g ~urve.

,

~'

CHAPTE.R U

.DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC
This paper
tndivfdual,

th~

ba~ically

utilizes three levels of reference:

group and the cultural environment.

the

It demonstrates the

influence of each level on the others, progressing from the larger sphere
of environmental influence on the value structure of large groups (i.e.,
the educational system) to the effect that these group value systems have
on the individual's perceptual set.

Finally, it examines the effect that

this perceptual set has on the interaction patterns of the small task
group and how these patterns may influence intercultural communication
between American and Chinese groups.
The term "culture,

11

as it will be used in this paper, refers to a

process, or.activity, not a static entity.

It is defined as the "sum

total of the ways people pattern their functions into conduct and more
specifically transmit these patterns to their children (Kluckhohn and
Murray 1949, p. 115).

Patterns refer to shared concepts and forms of

social and work interaction (Roberts and Akinsanya 1976).
Basic to the thesis of this paper is acceptance of the idea that
culture is learned, not inherited.
early development and social

Studies have shown that children's

conta~ts

play a 1a_rge part in determi ni_ng

the way they wi 11 use and eventually refi. ne their means of communi ca ti on.
Jurgen Ruesch states that "Man's account of the world is acquired
through social interaction and communication, and those acquired views
are the foundations upon which will rest the future organization of his

8

surroundings" (Ruesch and Bateson 1968, p. 35).

Supporting this idea is

the stud>' by Kluckhohn and Murray (1949) that showed that cultures vary
in their response to the environment, thus providing learned values for

behavior goals, It has been shown several times over that social setting
plays an important role in the i_nterpersonal traits of group members.

Once it has been established that culture is basically learned, the
next step is to determine the context in which it is learned.
humans are

es~entially

gr_egarious, it is natural to find them gravitating

towards groups to meet their social requirements.
important cat_egories of needs -for human beings:
the need for security

Given that

(~

Groups fulfill three
the need for sociability,

.e., the shari_ng of. aims, thoughts and actions,

sympathy and support) ,and the need for status (Hsu 1970).

In order to

satisfy these needs, large portions of time must be spent interacting in
group situations.
If such large amounts of time are spent in various group settings,
it naturally follows that groups would have a great influence on the
character formation of the individual.

The group is the primary source

of the values and attitudes important to the maintenance of social order
(Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey 1962).

Through group conformity

pressures, humans learn early in life those attitudes and values which

wi 11 bring them acceptance in society (Shepherd 1964).
The type

o~

group to be examined for its effect on the transmission

of societal norms and values is the group other than the family that
probably plays the largest role in influencing value formation--the
educational structure.

All human societies rely greatly for their

survi va 1 upon accumulated 1ea rni_ng (Kl uckhohn and Murray 1949).
it, there would be no perpetuation of culture.

Without

Everything one is and does·

9

is modified by the process of learni.ng, which, for most

~eveloped

countries, takes place mainly within the context of formal educational
structures.

Once behavior characteristics, habitual responses and interaction
patterns are learned, they gradually sink below the surface of the mind
~nd

are ancnored in the depths of subconscious perception. Many of the

most important
level of

corisciousness~

subcoriscious

or rules

para~igms

patterni~g

governi~g

behavior function below the

covertly influencing behavior (Hall 1977).
is·

~esponsible

This

for what is referred to as

selective perception., or the tendency to pay attention to specific
stimuli based on past learning and experience (Rosenfeld 1973).
Generally, those qualities ·which have been emphasized in the learning
situation will be perceived more readily.
cognitive systems (Krech, Crutchfie.ld and
determine behavior.
dictum, "Thought

Selective perception determines
~allachey

1962), which, in turn,

This idea is succinctly expressed in the Chinese

d~tern:ii

nes action

11

(Yu 1964).

In contrast to the educational. group, which will be examined for
the influence it wields on the individual, the task group will be
examined for how it is influenced by the i ndi vi dua 1.

The culturally

influenced perceptual set that each individual brings into a group
situation is manifested in his or her communicator style.

The communica-

tor styles relati.ng to the task group include several variables:

inter-

active variables, such as

probl~m-solvi.ng

members to work

structurql variables, such as communication and

~ogether;

skills and the ability of group

attraction networks; and operating variables, such as procedures, roles,
r}orrns and standards under which the.

gro~p

operates (Rosenfeld 1973).

All of these will be considered in this paper's review of small task

10

. group i nteractfon patterns.
In summary, it is the intention of this paper to describe the basic
cultural values and norms of the $ocieties of the PRC and the US; to

demonstrate how these cultural values

and norms are transmitted.by the

formal education systems of these two countries; to examine the relationso.i"p between these systems and the formation of perceptual and learning

sets tn the tndividual; to relate these sets to some .typical behaviors of
each culture in a small task group situation; and, finally, to
p~th

a

towards an awareness and understandi_ng that may lead to overcoming

some of the resultant
a.

~uggest

l~rge

territory.

co~uriication

di ffi cul ti es.

Such a project covers

This, plus the hypothetical nature of the paper,

excludes it from the realms of scientifically defined validity.
fic validity, however, is not its. goa 1.

Scienti-

Rather it is the goal of this

paper to synthesize diverse pieces of information into a subjective
analysis that may s_u_ggest areas for further, empirical research.

CHAPTER III
THE LEARNING PROCESS

As stated

above~

culture is learned.

learDed and shared behavior.

It could also be defined as

The shared values of a society are trans-

mitted to tts children through a· process of exposure and reinforcement
known as "accul turati on~r (Rich 1971).
show the presence of

~cculturation

Many studies have been done to

in the perceptual, and, thus, learning,

process: Malinowski (1.923) and Sel_igman (1901) were two early theorists

who supported the idea that perception is influenced by culture. Another
pioneer, Slosson (1899), demonstrated the importance of group suggestion·
on perception.

Later studies (Bartlett 1932; Ichheiser 1949) support this

i'dea. by demonstrati_ng the influence of social factors in perception.
It is fairly· well established, therefore, that culture detennines which

'

, I

I
I
j
I

drtves will be. gratified and which will be suppressed or sublimated (Rich
1971}.
Ba~ic

to an

understandi~g-of

the system of perceptual acculturation

is a cla.ri.fication of how the learni_ng process works as a reinforcement
tool for the perpetuation of cultural norms and values.

Children's aware-

ness of thei·r environment and the strat_egies they use to collect, process
and interpret information are primarily drawn from exposures to the
behavior patterns of the people around them.

They learn to abstract the

common themes underlyi.ng actions by others in the culture, later using
these ·themes as· frameworks· in which to o_rgarii ze their knowl ~dge and. guide
thei-r behavior (Rosenthal and Zimmerman 1978).

In societies where a

12
significant portion of. children's 11ves is spent within the walls of an
institution of formal education, it follows that a significant amount of
these learned themes of

knowl~dge

and behavior

~ould

result from the

stimuli of such an institution.
What are these stimuli?

Certainly the teacher is one, both as a

purveyor of materi a1 and as a role mode 1.

The modeling effect of a ·

teacher or other influential person within the school environment encompasses many

levels, spanning the distance from the overt to

p~rceptual

the covert.

As Edward Hall said in.Beyond Culture (1977, p. 212),

Opportunities for learni~g about the cultural self occ~r at
all levels, ranging from the details of pronuncjation of language
to la.rgely dis.sedated or poorly developed parts of the personality, the way people move--their tempo and rhythm--the way they
use their senses, how close they get to each other and the type
of bonds they form, how they show and experience their emotions,
their images of what constitute maleness and femaleness, how
hierarchical relationships are handle~ ...
In role

modeli~g,

passively imitative.
the

acquiri~g

of

the effect of a teacher is for the most part

Although the.importance of imitative learning in

~ocial

behavior has been

Dollard 1941), the active
importance.

learni~g

establ~shed

(Miller and

process is of equal, if not greater,

Process--defined as "a function of change in the relation-

ship between variables" (Kimball 1976, p. 269)--can be demonstrated in a
. great number of teaching maneuvers, each consisting of a cluster of acts
.designed to secure certain learning outcomes.

These clusters, or

learni.ng .styles, include rote learni.ng, Pavlovian learning, and instrumental reward and avoidance.

Hall (1977, p. 190) refers to, the structure

of the educational process and how it molds our thought patterns by
stating that ''Education influeDces mental process as well as how problems
are solved."

John Martin Rich (1971), Solon T. Kimball (1976) and many

............ --....- ............................................................................. . .
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others, too, have emphasized the importance of the actual process of
learning to the perception of cultural experiences.
What happens, then, once these ·imitative ·and stylistic stimuli are

presented to the student? The complicated process of perception takes
p1ace.

Perception has been defined as an experience which is occasioned

by the stimulus of one or more of the sense organs and influenced by the
reinstatement of the effects of previous stimuli (Dennis 1951).
definition of perception,

al~ng

with another which explains it as

"ada.ptive" and "r.egulatory" process (Gibson 1969, p.

I
I-

119)~

This
~n

paves the way

for tbe aspect of perception relevant to this paper--its selectivity.
Eleanor Gibson, 1n Principles of Perception (1969, p. 119), says that
perception is not passive reception, it is active search. From
the welter of stimulation constantly impinging on the sensory
surfaces of an organism, there must be selection ... Perception
... focuses on wanted stimuli and rejects the rest.
In other words, the perception process "picks and chooses" those stimuli
most acceptable and understandable to the receptor.
Causes of selecti've perception range from the need for stability of
the perceptual world to the need to achieve immediate clarity and definiteness tn one's

apprehe~sion

amb_i guous (Hil gard 1951).

of objects, even

the cues furnished are

Both of these needs--but especially the former--

are exemplified in the effect
in.Group Dynamics

th~ugh

(Cartw~ight

tha~

groups have on perceptual choices:

and Zander 1968) it was stated that member-

ship in a_ group determines many of the things an individual will see,
hear, do, learn and think about.

It was also shown that people remember

material that supports their own point of view much more completely and
accurately than they retain information that attacks their point of view.
Each of these phenomena demonstrates a tendency to gravitate towards those

14

stimuli that· maintain a status quo, thus contribute to stability of perceptual responses.
The implications of selective perception within the realm of the

educational. group are several: in the stt:"_u.ggle for continuity and
s·tabi"l i ty in stimu 1us responses,

~most

i ndi vi dua 1s wi 11 ho 1d fast to the

·notion that all other tndtviduals think and remember in the same way they
do..

This idea serves to perpetuate teachi.ng modalities and, hence,

cultural proclivities, for teachers who make such an assumption will
naturally promote in their teaching styles and content those ideas which
. are most consistent with their own perceptions.

It

has been demonstrated

that teachers tend to perceive students with their own cognitive style
more favorably than those who differ from them (DiStefano 1970).

It would

follow then that those students who expressed lea.rning styles consistent
~tith

those of the teacher would be positively reinforced; ~hey would be

enco~raged

by the teacher to act in such a way that would serve to per-

. p~tua.te· the i d~as set forth by the teacher, who in turn is influenced by
the policies of the institution.
Altho.ugh there w;·11 be those teachers who deviate from the cultural
norms

~nd

who, .therefore, further anti-cul tura 1 forms of behavior and

c.ognition, the .majority of teachers are themselves products of an educa- .
tional institution of culturally established norms and would, perhaps
unknowi_ng ly, tend to serve as perpetua tors of those norms.

Here it should

be stressed that it 1·s not the purpose of this paper to propose that
people are·mere automatons who act and react in ways prescribed and
demons·trated for them by others, but to point out the influence that
prescribed forms of perception and behavior have.on the individual and
the society a.s a whole.

Institutional reinforcement practices and peer
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. usage norms

~ave

important effects on the development of scholastic

behavior (Rosenthal and Zimmerman 1978).
Because perception is selective in nature, it not only makes us

perceive thi_ngs- in a certain way, but it. al so makes us expect to perceive
thi_ngs tn a certain way (Wenbu_rg and Wilmot _1972).

This is demonstrated

in the '·1 halo effect, 11 or the tendency of one's general observations about
someone or something to influence his or her specific impressions (Thibaut
and Kelley 1959).
process in

This idea further magnifies the role of the educational

influenci~g

students' perceptions:

students who accept the

a.uthority of the educational institution will be more likely to accept
the values that it promotes.

Even those who rebel against that authority

cannot help but be tn some way influenced by it.
The interrelatedness of perceptual sets to learning sets is important to the theme of this paper.

Psychol~gists

have long used learning

sets as a.n explanation of perceptual selection.

A learning set, once

formed, la_rgely determiDes the nature and direction of stimulus generalization (Harlow 1949).

The individual is said to have learned when

discrimi.nati_ng reactions as well as anticipation of events indicate
mastery of the subject (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).
subjects of a particular

learni~g

Bateson explains how

experience are correspondingly influ-

enced in their perception and interpretation of the world:

subjects with

repeated experience in instrumental contexts will expect the world to be
made up of contents appropriate for instrumental responses; Pavlovian
subjects will learn to expect a world in which they will have no control
over the good and evil which befall them; subjects with repeated experience in instrumental avoidance will have an appropriate orientation,
different from that of the subject with experience in instrumental reward.
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A learni.ng set, like a perceptual set, is an established
sition towards a certain stimulus response.

predisp~

Where a learning set differs

from a.perceptual set ts in its applicati6n:

~perceptual

set deals with

different types of stimuli, while a learning set is concerned only with
those stimuli affected in a learning situation.

Learning sets are tools

of the mind that allow it to learn how to learn (deutero-learning) in
sttuations frequently encountered (Harlow 1949).
dual to adapt to

a changing

They allow the indivi-

environment not through trial and error, but

by

1hypothesis and insight, changing learning problems from intellectua 1 trtbul ~tfons ·tnto i nte.11 e·ctua l trivia 1iti es and 1ea vi ng the
learner free to attack problems of another hierarchy of difficulty
(Harlow 1949, p. 56).
They a.re the means through which the human race has been able. to adapt and
survive.
Research focusing on c.ognitive sty.le has shown the relationship
between cultural values and the development of
1967}.

learni~g

sets (Witkin

lt has shown that cultural values are reflected in socialization

practices which, in turn, affect the development of cognitive styles in
children.

A study by Ramirez and Price-Williams (1974) related this

concept to field independent and dependent c.ognitive styles:

it demon-

strated that field independent c.ognitive styles are more common in
cultures characterized by formally o.rgani zed family and friendship groups,
and field dependent c.ognitive styles are more typical in students reared
in cultures with shared function. groups.
later in this paper when
and

discussi~g

This dichotomy will be addressed

the differences between group-oriented

individu~listic societies~

Other authors and researchers also support this point of view--i.e.,
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that cultura·1 values and c.ogniti've styles, thus learni.ng sets, are
closely re1a~ed. .Eleanor Gibson (1969, p. 132) shared this opinion when
she sai.d, uThe hab.i'ts and attitudes characteristic of one's culture ...

have a. selecttve effect in determini_ng what one attends
C~.mpbe11 a.nd Herskovits

(l966)

to ... 11

Segall,

clatme~ that perception is inferred from

, h.abits. built up th.ro.ugh· repeated· impressi·ons derived from the environment.
Once the tnfluence of cultural values is felt in the classroom, it
·does not stop there.

The learner, thus "indoctrinated" and set to receive

and interpret informati'on i.n

j.

::which previously established

.a

certain way, will experience a world in

~repositions

reinforci_ng his or her own belief.

.•

·

seem to be verified, therefore

The deterministic limitations enforced

by deutero-1 ea.rned premises make it poss i b1e for the i ndi vi dua 1 to
perceive tn hts or her own i'di·osyncrati c manner, ·which reinforces deuteroCl<

learned prerni.ses.

This premi·se,· or belief, in turn determines the

pheno~

menQ of human re 1a ti onshi·ps (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).
The area discussed above will not be related to the specific
cultural tendenctes of the PRC and the US.

This paper will demonstrate·

h.ow the educa.ti ona 1 systems of each of. these. cultures a re reflective of
baste cultural values

a~d

how these·values are perpetuated in the educa-

tinal setti_ng thro.ugh 'the formation of perceptual and learning sets as
dtscussed above.

CHAPTER IV
CHINESE AND AMERICAN CULTURES:
A HISTORI~AL PERSPECTIVE
In descrtbtng the Chinese and American cultures two dominant and
dtsti~guishtng

characteristics

em~rge--the

a.nd co 11atera1 i ty, or ." groupness. t•

qualities of individualism

The US epi to mi zes the Wes tern world s
1

preoccupation with individual worth, while the PRC is rooted in centuriesol d reverence for the. group-oriented way of 1i fe. -To understand the _.
im.pact of these two quali'ties on the cultures they embrace, it is advantageous to view them first from a historical perspective.
The Western world has lo.ng been known as a culture steeped in the
ideal of individual importcince and self-expression. ·Initiative, achievem.ent, .aggressiveness, and activity a re synonymous with especially the
American image of the tndtvidual.

This coricept contrasts sharply with

Eastern phtlosophi·es and lifestyles, which emphasize a merging of individual will and spirit with the needs and wants of

th~

group.

As Westerners

tend to be active, Easterners tend to be reflective; as Westerners support
the concept of i ndi vi·dua 1- va 1ue, Easterners have found value in conformity
(Gulick 1962).

•

The Western ideal of individual worth is basically an outgrowth of
Christianity (altho_ugh it could be a_rgued that Christianity is a product _
of

em~rging

individualism if one were to accept the idea that it is not

rel_i.gion that creates i.deaJs, but ideals that create rel_igion).

Alexander

Woodstde, .in Vietnam and ·the Chinese Model (1971, p. 15) stated it thus::
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The whole attitude to action and achievement which characterizes
Western Civilization is rooted in the tradition ·of Christianity.
Western man has tended to imitate hfs omnipotent God, and has
so.ught to be both l_egi s 1ator over society and master of the
natural laws wni·ch govern the phystcal wor1d.

Western Judeo . . Chri~sti an tradition conceptualizes a. god who stands apart
from his creations.
of a.utonorny.

Such a division cannot help but encourage notions

This dissociation of God and His creations is aptly illus-

trated in the Biblfcal ·ciccount of the great flood, where God demonstrated

Hts

alienation

chose to save.

thr~ugh

the destruction of all creatures except those He

This is but one of many examples within Christian

~octrine

of the evocation of individual power and will.
The Eastern culture, on the other hand, reflects a religious or

moral tradition that cultivates the ideal of
~.nd

i.denti'ty with a_ greater force.

much. of what has been passed down

mergi~g

the individual will

The principles of Confucianism pervade
fro~

generation to generation.

They

form the basic moral fiber of the present Chinese culture, even in the
PRC where communism has attempted to temper this centuries-old doctrine.
The Confucian ideal of an innate, hierarchical structure in society
served to encour:age tn the Chinese personality an a 1ready present di spos i tion towards subservience.
The isola.tionist history of China--a result of a geographical
lqcation that barricaded it on three sides with the mountains and the
sea_ and, later, on a fourth side with the Great Wall--created a culture
re 1a.ti ye ly uncontarni nated by fore_i gn influences.

This resulted in both

a collective sense of self-sufficiency and an often disastrous impoverishment in the

are~

of

technolo~ical

advancement.

The latter left the

cou.ntry helpless _against national ca.lamities, especially China's longtime mortal enemy, the flood.

The usual after effect of such catastrophes,

•

''

I
t
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poverty, became endemic and .combined with other social conditions
(Gamb~rg 1977}

Chinese

to become

re~_igned

to

a part

Of a vicious cycle which.left destitute

a life over which. they wielded little control

(D~.nton 1938},

This sense of fa.talism. was intensified by the caste-lfke social
, system that immobilized Chinese society.
la.bor~

Those who e.ng.aged in manual

the only field of work avai'lable to the poor masses, were consid-

ered to be on the lowest ru.ng of the social 1adder, and there was 1i ttle
hope for ch.a.nge.

For the majority this intrinsic inferiority necessitated

-an attitude of fatalism.

There could be no such thing as the concept of ,

tndividual identity and spiri·t so valued by the the Western cultures:
one's identity must melt into the collective personality of one's peer
. group, and one's will must ·acquiesce to that of the group in power.
.

.

The only

escap~

of-spiritualism.

from such

The relJgious

~

powerless existdnce was a strong sense

beli~fs

of Buddhism, Taoism and other

Eastern rel.igions emphas·;·ze harmonious relationships among all living
·'

things, Joseph Needham, in·science·and·c;vilisation in China (1954-1976,
p. 323}, expressed his belief that the or.igins of Chinese. fatalism were
to be found in such

rel~gious

beliefs:

The harmonious co-operation of all bei.ngs arose~ not from the
orders of a. superior authority, external to themselves, but from
the f~ct that they were all parts in a hierarchy of wholes
forming a cosmic pattern, and what they obeyed was the internal
di cta.tes of their own natures.
God was seen as an impersonal force, whose dictums, like those of
mortal power$,
uni:verse..

God,

were

to be accepted as part of the natural order of the

a.s

concetved by- the Chinese, was quite unlike the Judeo..

Ch.rtsti.an God, who.existed as a.sepa.rate entity from.the
-·

peopl~

on whom

h.e exerctse.d· Hts wtll. ·Such a stance would be unthinkable in the
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Chinese rel.igion where the pattern of mutual dependence extended from
humans

~O.

gods (Hsu 1970).

There could

n~ver

be a division of church and

state such as that found in the US (Woodside 1971).
Because of
because of

a culturally i_ngrained

the.geogr~phica11y

sense _of external control and

and socially imposed need for self-suffi-

, ciency, th.e Chinese found security in the small_ group structure.

Self-

sufftciency had become a frame of mind, but even under such dictates,
one could not hope to survive entirely alone:

there was a very undeniable

need for the bondtng that could be found in the small group situation-<~.

prtma.r.r. group that would serve as a protection _against the individual

..~nd the tnequities of a. r_igid, hi'erarchical society (Hsu 1970).

The

solidarity of human relationships within the primary group became the
fun.dame.nta 1 impulse of the Chinese.
little of importance:
..
p~triotism

~

~eyond

this structure there was

historically in China there was seldom a sense of

or involvement in causes that went beyond the primary group.

..
Chinese ·maxim exemp 1i' fi ed this fee 1i .ng:

~·Sweep

the s ~ow in front of

your own· dwe1H.ng, .but don't bother about the frost on the roof of other
homes" (Hsu 1970, p. 354).

CHAPTER V
CHINA: THE PRESENT CULTURE
A historical perspective of the Ch1nese culture is important to the
topic of this paper, but the era of primary concern is the present.

The

traditions of the past must now be applied to the realities of China's
present societal situation.
After the Communist Revolution of l949, it would appear that China's
~ociety

had unde_rgone a marked cha.nge,

The Revolution, the result of a

series of Chtnese responses to the Western impact that had victimized
Chtna since the middle of the 19th century (Hsu 1970), seemed to be a
.

~

head·on confrontation wi'th the Confucian ideals that had dominated the
society for so

l~ng.

Confucianism came to be

~egarded

as the enemy of

P:.fQgress--pr:agress towards a communistic _egalitarianism, a leveling of
the hi:erarch_ica1 so_ciety of the educated elite, the privileged.
Mao

Tse-t~ng,

leader of the

Revol~tion, beli~ved

that through

consctous action people do not have to be slaves 'to objective reality:
they can create their own reality (Gupte 1970). This would seem to be in
direct oppo$ition to the traditional Oriental
philosophy
of fatalism and
.
obedience to external forces.

Was this, however, actually a conflict, or,

rather, a new face for an old idea?

It is a basic premise of this paper

that many traditional Chinese values have not been eradicated since the
Revolution, but, instead, re-directed to the

advan~age

of the new society.

The ideals of the Revolution are consistent with the Chinese sense of
collaterality and fataHsm in that the socialist philosophy of the PRC
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is rooted in collaterality and the maintenance of this philosophy is
dependent upon the re-education of the people towards a new community
mentality (G.ambe_rg 1977} that may utilize societal proc 1i vi ti es towards

fatalism and acceptance of authority in the

realization of this goal.

The claD structure sanctified by Confucianism still stands as a
somewhat invisible, but powerful, force under China's socialism (Cressy
1957).

As previously stated, historically the members of a clan had a

str~ng

sense of social responsibility--but only to members of their own

clan~

Mao sought to redirect this reliance on and servitude to the family

towards a similar

all~gi~nce

to the state (Isenberg 1972).

The strength

of tradttiona 1 family a ll_egi ance was di 1uted by separation:

while

employment outstde the family was once discouraged, such employment was
. now not only encouraged, but mandated.
state

~egan

to assume the familial role.

moral tnstruction, protection and

As family members dispersed, the
Child rearing and education,

nourishm~nt--all

formerly functions of

the fa.mi ly or the cl an--now became the provi nee of the state, accompanied .
by the same all_egiance once enjoyed by the family alone.

1.

How did the_ government man_age to sustain this almost sudden switch
from a situation-centered family structure to commitment to an allencompassi_ng state ideol_ogy?

It has been said that in order for a group

to sustain itself long

to fulfill socio-emotional needs, tasks

en~ugh

must be selected that give the group a definite, concrete purpose (Hall
1977}.

The maintenance of communist ideology became that purpose and,

in turn, became

self-perpetuati~g:

as the.government succeeded in

fulfilling the survtval needs of the people,
shelter~

providi~g

adequate food and

not to mentton a new self-esteem for the members of the former

lower classes, the survival of such a system became a reward and a purpose
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of its own.
The traditional Chinese tendency towards acceptance of external
authority wa.s a 1so tnstrumenta l to the purposes· of their leaders.

The

years of Confuctan influence had generally accustomed the populace not
to question authori'ty.
urban

"Free tho.ught," which flourished in other, more

societies, had had no nourishment in the fragmented, agrarian

Chinese soci. e.tY. · Econorni c factors made it necessary to perpetuate such
rural nafvet~ thr~ugh the establishment of decentralized factories and
work farms.

Respect for authority was a necessary ingredient in the

organization of a. society in which the.
obedience from its people.

go~ernment

must demand strict

Class structure was-re-established

in a new form, with two main divisions--those who ruled, the communist
leaders, and those who obeyed, the people (Nakamura 1960).
T~,.

authoritarianism is rel~ to t~~.-9.~L-~lil~!X

----"'li;IJ."~-~--.

in the Chinese society:
-~~~~~~

. .ll""I·--

,,.,...,.,.'l'Ml!,.:!!'U~

.

_,_~.,..~-

.

the. group becomes the authority.

is frequently used as a method of societal control.

Group pressure

If a group member--

whether of an educa ti ona 1. group, work. group or community group--does not
fu lf i 11 his or her responsibility to the. group or to the s9ci ety as a

whole,

othe~

group membe.rs take it upon themselves to pressure the deviant

member unti. l comp 1i ance is. given.

An example of this is seen in the story

of a man in the PRC who was reported not to be using birth control devices,
much

~gainst

the wishes of his wife and the suggestion of the state.

Upon .heari.ng that the wife 1 s p1eas

to her husband were being met by deaf

ears, a Women's Le.ague_ group took it as its social.responsibility to _
correct the situation.

One by one they visited and cajoled the husband

until he finally broke-down in exasperation and promised to fulfill his
duties as a_ good husband and a res pons i b1e citizen (Myrda 1 1965).

The
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needs of

the~

S~me

group had taken precedence over the desires of an i ndi vi dua 1.

may wonder how the Chinese were able to accept communism

$0

quickly, with comparatively little resistance. This could have been
possible
. .

because· the.Chinese by.nature
have traditionally accepted
strong
.
.
..

..

state power (Na.kamura l960) •. Bu~ perhaps it also is related to their
· sttuati·on"'centered way of life and the value placed on mutual dependence
and conformi'ty.

The 1o.ng-standi.ng soci a 1 approva 1 enjoyed by these

qualitte.s rnay explatn why the Chinese have never had any significant
st~u.ggle

for indtvidual liberties, and, at the same time, have not felt

· ---..,... :-."any need to persequte. those who have di.ffered from them (Hsu 1970).
The death of Mao i'n l976 s.i'gnified the end of the Cultural Revolution tha.t had epttomized the most recent years of socialist rule.
emphasis on

surviv~l

that took

p~ecedence duri~g

bei_ng shifted to an emphasis on modernization.

The

his administration is
"'

The Chinese are now

slow.ly breaki.ng their long pattern of isolationism and self-sufficiency
and have declared themselves ready to join the industrial nations of the

world

(Newcomer 1978).

With the ·normalization of relations between the

US and the PRC, the door to change now-.seems to have swung wide open.
The t'Great Leap Outward 11 may lead the way towards a. westernization that
will'influence and alter the traditional value system.

Where Mao used

the cultural traditions of the society in the· promotion of the communist
sys tern, the present_ government may be 1eadi.ng the nation away from such
tradition~.

What this means in relationship to the characteristics of

collateraUty and authoritat"iani:srn discussed above remains to be seen,
and for that reas.on this new di rec ti on wi 11 not be a consideration of

this

paper, whtth will focus primarily on Maoist influences in the Chinese

soctety.

CHAPTER

vr

THE EDUCATIONAL SYS}EM

CHINA:

It ha.s already been established that a society's educational system
is reflective of its values.

It is not

surprisi~g,

therefore, to find

that the PRC' s util i z.ati on of communa 1 tendencies for communistic ends

a.lso exists in its educational community.
educ~tion
~~ught

For many years the purpose of

ha.d been to teach and promote Confucianism.

The Revolution

to eradicate the educational elitism of Confucianism and to.focus

the primary a.ttention of education on th¢ cha_nges necessary to the promotion of a. communist soctety (Tr_egear 1973).

Mao believed that only

through collective effort and will could the old traditions be broken.

And.'· given the fact that Mao'· s po 1icy was to educate the 80-90% of the
populatton that was illiterate prior to the Revolution, the role of education in the tmplementatton and
. great.

Addi~g str~ngth

exercisi~g

of this collective will was

to thts role is the fact that it is possible and

not uncommon for a. child's educational experience to begin as early as
56 days of _qge:

in the cities especially, women workers are given two

months materntty leave from thetr jobs, after which time they may put
their babies into state-run nursery schools at the factories where they
work (Kosokoff 1978).

The

im~act

of such early and widespread education

can be formidable.
In order to accomplish such

~

massive societal reorganization, it is

necessary to completely e1irnfoate the. o1d ways and bei.ng anew.

As an o1d

Chinese proverb says, "If you do not ·destroy, you do not build!\ ,(Chu 1977,
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p. 178).
a~

To make these changes, schools were shut down for several years

the beginning of the Revolution.

p~rgi~g

of

tho~e

During this time there was a

teachers.whose Confucian

tend~ncies

tngratned and a re-education of those who could be
were to

b~

proved too deeply

ch~nged.

given the additional role of partners_ with the students,

rather than purely that of authoritarian leaders, ·as before.
partial

Teachers

~galitarianism

leadershtp that as

This new

was somewhat due to a realization by the Communist

l~ng

as

t~achers remain~d

in a position of absolute

C;l.uthortty, new beli:efs and values would be difficult to establish (Chu
1977}.

Revoluti'ona.ry reo_rgariization also meant the rewriting of teaching
materials.

All references to Confucianism were eliminated and textbooks

were rewritten td complement
to education.
serve as

~

The only

knowl~dge

gutde for pfactical

experience (Lehmann 1975);
(Chu 1977}.

th~ communis~

government's pragmatic approach

that was acceptable was that which could

experi~nce

knowl~dge

and that which arose from such

for its own sake was of no value

Overly complicated.academic materials were avoided.

Informa-

tion wa.s honed down to the most essential elements--"Less but essential,"
as Mao put it (Lehmann 1975, p. 74).
th~ught

Mastery of selective knowledge was

to be more important than superficial acquaintance with large

quantities of facts (Chu 1977).
The school was seen as a traini_ng ground for leaders 11 who could till
the land with their hoes, criticize the capitalist class with their pens,
and defend socialism with

thei~

guns'' (Lehmann 1975, p. 159).

That this

should be an element of the educational system was not viewed as a contradiction between the

~ights

of the individual and the claims of society in

a land where i'ndtvidualism had always given way to collaterality.

After the initial
promoted by

th~

re~rganization
thr~ugh

government

of education, the cultural themes

the-schools varied in tenor with the

times and with the philosophies of the incumbent leaders.
true
11

beginni~g

of Mao's stress on the combination of school and work, or

0pen Door· schoo 1i_ng" (Peking Revi·ew 1978).

were expected

1958 saw the

~o

From first grade on students

alternate their classroom education with a certain

amount of time in socially productive activity--work in the factories
and the fields.

P~agmatism

took precedence:

for example, in order that students

~tght

schools would often close,

help with the harvest.

In the

effort to combine theory and practice, the humanities were to view society
as a factory (Lehmann 1975).

The expected impact of the environment on

the students 1 development is reflected in a saying borrowed from the
Chi.n Dynasty (280-430

A~D.),

11

Something that is near red dye becomes red;

someth.i_ng th.at is near black ink becomes black
To further prevent the

re-em~rgenc~

11

(Chan 1976, p. 16).

of an educational elite, students

from the form.er 1ower c1asses were. given preference in admittance to
coll~ges

and the specialized

province of the wealthy.

traini~g

schools that were once the sole

These steps were taken to eliminate all vestiges

of the previous hiera:rchical structure of society and to aid in shifting
loyalties from family and clan to the state (Kosokoff 1978).
In the 60ts there was a
ideals.

It was

all~ged

creepi~g

re-emergence of the former b6urgeois

that the educational institutions were accepting too

many students from middle class families (Maskerras and Hunter 1968).

In

1966, for example, 9.4% of the university students were from such families
(Kosokoff 1978).

This served as an impetus for the Cultural Revolution

that took place between 1966 and 1969.

Duri~g

this time schools were

once again closed for reorganization, students and faculty alike being:
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sent to the 'fields and the factori.es instead.
teacher~ wer~

Duri.ng their stay,

.

.

expected to 1earn from .. the

.

~xper~ ences

of the workers and,

with the workers'. gui·dance, to prepare new, more practical teaching
materials.

The focus was to cha.nge from the tradi ti ona 1 dependence on

texts to tha.t.of·practica1 experience (Chu l977}.

When texts were

· necessary, each district was to write its own, relating them to local
.

.

conditions and problems.

These texts often would be used for years, then

crtti'ci"zed by students and rewritten (The Committee of Concerned Asian
Sc ho 1.a.rs 1972) .
The 1970 •s saw the influence of the Ga.ng of Four, the· four under
Ma.o (inc 1udi ng his wife, Chi a.ng Chi.ng) who were said to have s urrepti -

tiously usurped his power.
in

Duri~g

this time the Gang of Four succeeded

many of the theoretical aspects of education and

elimin~ttng

redirect~

...

i.ng educational efforts towards purely pol i ti ca 1 ends.
extreme contempt for any hint of

bo~rgeois

They had an

character in education.

They

.

.

were
opposed to . promo.tions and exams, .r,egarding them as tools of suppres:.
ston and control

f~r

the elite.

They spread tf:le idea of anarchism among

the students and labeled all teachers

~s

"bou.rgeois intellectuals,"

preferri.ng an uneducated worker to an educated exp 1oi ter ( Kosokoff 1978).
Ma.o~s

death precipitated a pu.rgi.ng of the government:

the Gang of

four was thrown from power and, once the dust settled, a new leader and
a new form of government had eme_rged.

Those now in power acknowledged

the "tumble-down state" of Chinese education--finding, for example, only
about 630,000 untversity students in a population of one billion and set
about to rebuild the educational
retnstated the

~drnisston

them with a new-

~igor

str~ngth

of the schools.

Th~

government

exams that had been dropped in 1966, infusing

and.uniformity.(Time 1979).

Elite schools were
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..
established; with the best teachers and facilities..

.

Ranks and titles

a.mon.g
teachers~
which formerly· had been dropped, ·were restored,
and
.
.
.
.

l·

sa.lary .increases were ·reinstated as an added incentive towards quality
i:nstructton,

They ordered a st,ress on teachi_ng basic theories and

upda.ti_ng the· sciences,

Students could now take exams, and, if they

·passed, could skip ahead·several. grades (Peking Review 1978).

These

represented elements of Confu6ianism which ~~re once ag~in establishing
a foothold tn the Chtnese educational system.
Wha.t the future holds under China's new leadership, one can only
· -·-r

._-:-.·guess·,

6ut, _agatn, this paper will only concern itself with those

ch.ara.cterts·ti cs of Chfoese society which dominated up until this most
recent reo.rganizati·on.

Even those· cha.nges presently· bei_ng made by the

new government, however, must, as all before them, derive strength from
"
thos·e c.u1tural traditions so deeply rooted in a history
of collaterality.

.
~,

I

'I

•

CHAPTER VII

.

CHINESE EDUCATION: THE RELATIONSHIP
OF CULTURAL VALUES TO LEARNING SETS
AND PERCEPTUAL SETS
The

and

learni~g

p~rceptual

sets fostered by the process and

structure of the Chinese educational system m·ay be classified into four
. genera1 areas, which, for the purpose of this paper, shall be called
."group identity·, 11

socia1 res pons i bil ity, 11

11

a.voi'da.nce," a.nd ' regul ati on.
1

11

a uthorita ri an ism, 11

11

conflict

l'Group i denti ty 11 refers to, the merging of

11

•

se 1f-boundari_es with those of the_ group; usoci a 1 res pons i bi l ity a 11 udes
11

to the expansion of group9 boundaries to inc 1ude a 11 of society; "authori •

<

0

tariants·m" des-cribes reliance on external control; "confli.ct avoidance"
~xpresses

an emphasis on nonaggression and harmonious interpersonal rela-

tionships; a.nd "r.egulationrt explains the acceptance of uniformity and
methodical control.

Each of these

ca~egories

represents, through the

processes a.nd structures utilized in the educational system, the projection

of

.

9..

current and hi's tc:ftica lly es tab 1i shed value into the i ndi vi dua 1 's

value system and, ultimately, back into society's value structlfre.
This next section of the paper will examine those educational
structures and, especially, processes which encourage and sometimes create
perceptual sets and

learni~g

system. - Each area discussed

sets indicative of a culturally accepted value
~s

intricately interwoven with the concept of

co 11 a tera li. ty,

•
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..

· GROUP IDENTITY .
As has ·already been stated several times in several ways, the

importance Of· the. 9roup ts supreme w·i thin the Chinese culture. Taken
one step further,

tt

c~n be

said. that the Chinese believe i·t to be an

act. of selfishness to consider
oneself· before the needs of. th~ group
.
. tGa.mbe_rg 1977}.

The Chinese 1a;ngu_age aptly. mirrors this cultural disposi..

: tion towards selflessness:
.

for example, in country districts the phrase
.

\'H.Qw do you do?" translates Hteral ly into "Have you
eaten your
rice?"
.
.
The usua.1 reply is translated. as· 11 ! have been so selfish, 11 reflecting the

-·fact to.(i.t th.e mere.act of satisfyi_ng one's hu.nger may be considered
.-selfish, since.it may deprive someone else of their food (Danton 1938,

p.

901.~·

G.roup affiliation b_egins early in a child's ..formal education.
S1~ce

rntllions of Chinese women work, their children's early years are

mo$·t1.Y spend in da,Y.-care centers, where they are toi 1et-trained, cared for
a·nd ta.ught (Isenbe_rg 1972} ~ condi"tioni_ng them from the beginning as to the
importance of survtva1 within a_ group situation.

Those very formative

pre-school years which, under the individualistic American system, would
normally be spent buildi_ng the chi'ld's concept of self, are instead spent
buildtng

th~

relates to

child's concept of others, the self being seen only as it

th~

group.

These Chi'nese preschoolers spend most of their day in group
a.ctivities, such a.s si_ngi_ng, exercisi.ng, playing games, dancing and
putti.ng on performances· (Gam.be_rg 1977)..

Even the 1imi ted amount of

academic work they do is done within the. group context:

the. group works

as a team to solve each problem·, wi·th each you.ng student strivi_ng to
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help the others.

There is here, as later in life, a spirit

of mutual participation in the

learni~g

pfocess.

There is no sense of

a l•s.marter one\' or a "dumber one" ... -no teacher's helper. Each student is
taught to share in the failures or

s~ccesses

of the others.

An example of this is found in the behavior of a group of kindergarteners
st~~ggllng wit~

a new math

cci~cept.

One boy who was called on to solve

a problem for the.class repeatedly gave the wrong answer.

No one giggled

or smirked, and he showed no embarrassment about his errors.

Finally the

teacher a.sked the. group to help him, which they did, displaying no attitude of

~one

upmanship

11
·

(Chan 1976}.

Such an absence of competitiveness

is present even tn sports activities, where the general motto is
ship first; competition

~econd 11 (Koso~off 1978).

vi.ewed by Western cultures, does ·not even exist.

11

Friend-

The self, then, as
The boundaries of ego

and personality extend beyond the individual to the affiliative group.
This sens·e of collaterality is stro_ngly promoted through the
nonverbal structures in education.

Classroom organization usually takes

the form of students sitti"ng in neatly ordered rows facing the teacher
(G.a.mbe_rg 1977}, gi vi_ng them a sense of identity with the masses--a perception th.a.t wil 1 serve to promote harmonious existence in their soci a1i sti c
society.
Another way in which the group concept takes precedence over the
i.ndividual is in the reward system utilized by the schools.
the form

a~

good work reports and praise, is like most other commun_istic

ideas, achieved
are praised

Status, ·in

throug~

a~ goo~

group affiliation.

group members (Hevi

there Q..re no indi·vi dual assessments.
their studies are

si~gled

Students who do their best

1~63).

This does not mean that

Students who do especi a 1 ly we 11 in

out for praise, although such praise is directed
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tow~.rd~ their contributtons ··to the. group rather than to themselves.

Students· w.i.o do not do so

well,

tnstead of bei.ng ·punished with bad. grades,

become the reci:ptents of specta 1 ~ttention. given by a 11 the.· groups with

whi.ch tlley intera.ct.-.-s-choo1, family, and .even·~:ne.ighborhood (Kosokoff 1978}.
Those w.h.o devi~te only s1.tght1y may be. given the opportunity to correct
thernselve$;
steps· for

from

the

in a

a.

fourt~

learni~g

grade.class recently observed

to make

bus!t a. child decided to try maki·.ng his steps differently
be had been instr.ucted..

WQ.y·

Instead of bei.ng reprimanded or

corrected? he·wa.s allowed to continue and make his own mistakes, the
teach.erls phtlosophy bei_ng tha.t. gradually he would learn to trust the
..

years of experience the teacher had (Rosenthal and Zimmennan 1978).
Te~chers

are consi'dered to be moral guardians as well as instructors,
..

personally
apprriaching and
.
.
he 1p

i:n a.ny

1968},

~rea,

coax~ng

those students who need additional

persona 1 as we 11 as educat i ona 1 (Maskerras and Hunter

Thi"$, of course, results in the students' having very little

privacy, but privacy is not an important aspect of a group-centered way

th-en, must share responsibility for any individual failures

Groups,

a.nd, therefore, are required to make an effort to rectify the situation.

A s l.ogan created by the Red Guard expressed it thus:

11

Do not 1et a

si.ngle student 1.ag behind~' (Kosokoff 197~).
Just as the. group takes res pons ibil i ty for the performance of the
individual, the tndividual is expected to take responsibility for himself
or herself.
the Ch.i:ne.se

11

Self.. critici.sm" sessions have become an integral aspect of

·system~

These sessions are held on a regular basis, and are

not just 1i:mited". to educational. groups_

Each member is expected to

openly admtt to and cri·ti d ze some aspect of his or her be ha vi or.

Many
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of the a.reas criticized relate to some fai.lure in one's duty towards
ei.ther the small_ group or society as a whole.
p~rt:

play a

students are often seated in

Here inc;lividualism does

a circle during the session

so they ca.n look -each other in the eye as they are s i_ngl ed out for their
failures~-indtvidual failur~s,

yes, but still failures in relationship to

their. group ·responsi_btli'ties.-·
Each
student. is expected to give as well
.
.
as receive criticism (Yen 1954).

They are even encouraged to criticize

the teachers, who, after all, are basically just other group members
(Ma.skerras and Hunter 19.68 J.

The sys tern involves the use of praise first,

then criti ci srn, thus he 1pi_ng to avoid the 1oss of face,
11

11

a very important

a.s:pect of cornrnuri.i:cati.on that wi11 be more fully discussed later in this
paper

lYe~

1954).

The effects of such self-criticism before the group are to heighten
Students learn thro_ugh such an approach that every

confonnant tendencies.

aspect of their behavior ts open
important,

self~scrutiny

t~

in front of

group scrutiny and, perhaps more
th~

group.

A learning set is formed

in which all stimuli are responded to in relationship to how they would be
perceived by- the. group.

The_ group has somewhat taken over the function

of percept-ton thro_ugh this automatic perceptual ·process.
Experiments have shown that such social pressure on perception can
cause misperception of reality (Chu 1977).

When the general climate of

a_ group-is one of attack on deviancy, conformity tendencies are 1i ke ly to
be increased (Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey 1962).
tndividual\s

knowl~dge

of

th~

The greater the

group, the more exact will be the approval-

seeking direction of each group member (Klein 1956).
A.s th.e se 1f is rne.rged in.to the. group, i ndi vi dual need ·achievement

becomes

correspondi~gly

lower,

havi~g

merged with the needs of the group.
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It b.c;t,S. been showt1. tha.t the 1ower an i ndi vi dua 1 ~ s need achievement, the
grea.ter prQb9.btl i ty tha.t th.e i nd.ivi dua 1 wi 11 conform to_ group norms.

A stuqy by Fa.u.st Cl.95.9} supports this idea py demonstrati_ng that_ group
members with a.
v1e~~

even when.there
It

group

b59h n.eed for afft-1iattori conformed more to a particular

seem~

W~$

no support for that view.

evident, then,

ident1fic~tiori

th~t

one result of the perceptual set of

cultivated within the Chinese educational system is

a tend.ency towards conformHy. Conforrnity...- ... defined-by Webster's New
World Dictionary as "the concti·tion or fact of bei_ng in harmony or agreernent11,.,.i_s also an essential i_ngredient in the cooperative behavior that
later will be shown to typify- Chinese i.nteraction patterns.

SOCIAL RESPONSJBILITY
Small group perceptual patterns are carried through to the
larger~

soci:etal level thro_ugh an

emph~sis

on social responsibility.

Th.e Chinese are educated to serve their people, not their own self interests,

This pr·ocess b_egi·ns as early as kindergarten:

they are taught

revolutioni,i.ry so_ngs a.nd a disli:ke of tmperialism as a method ·of binding
them. "t:ogether in a loyalty to the "state_ group.

Texts are censored and

11

have been rewri'tten with a Marxist bias, even novels.
rnay defi:ne matter by beginning,
considered to be a correct

11

Lenin says,

definition-~one

11

A chemistry text

fo 11 owed by what Lenin

which may conflict greatly

with the commonly accepted Western definition.

Social consciousness is

considered the most important criterion for admission to universities
(8evi 1963).
towa~ds

(Tnis may be tempered somewhat by China's recent push

new·excellence tn educational standards.)

Students are

ass~gRed

various courses of study.according to the state's plans, not their own
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incrinations (Kosokoff 1978)·.

The state's needs take precedence over

the students·' needs a11 alo_ng the educational path.
from a very early _age students· are. given social responsibilities
that would

seem·ina~propriate

tp Westerners--1abor and military exercises

(The Commtttee of Concerned Asi·an ·scholars 1972).

Their school lessons

are. geared to confi'rm the values of the society_ (NBC 1979).

In them they

a.re ta_ught th.at th.ei·r first loyalty is to the state, which, after all,

has taken over the educati ona 1 function that once bel o_nged to the family,
so why not recei·ve the loyalty that once was the sole province of the
fQrnily (Cressy 1957)? \
Even as early as nurs·ery ·school and kinde_rgarten children are
.ta.ught the· supreme i'mportance of the state.

They are encouraged to

becorn.e members of the patri:otic tllittle Red Guard. 11
they may become

~·L;·ttle

In elementary school

Red Soldiers, 11 later going on to be full members

of the patri'otic arm of the communist government, the "Red Guard"
(Isenb~rg

l972}.

Thro.ugh si.ngi.ng and danci.ng to patriotic songs and ·

puttt_ng on plays that teach patriotic morality, they learn the role that
tb.e state is to- take in thei·r Hves.
terms:

I!

Games are even couched in political

losers are often chided about bei_ng "imperialists."

methods chi 1dren internalize the spirit of the

str.~ggl e

Through such

necessary to

overcome the past (The Commi·ttee. of Concerned Asian Sc ho 1ars 1972).
The curriculum reflects this political emphasis.

An example of

studies in the primary school would be courses in politics, Chinese
language, physical culture, math and revolutionary art and culture.
After fi. ft~ ·grade they may have courses in English and "common knowl e_dge, 11

which includes·mechanics, .agricultural studies, and natural science.
The theory and methodo 1.ogy 1e~rned in these courses are geared towards
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application in school workshops

ar~

gardens (The Committee of Concerned

Asian Scholars 1972).
A variety of interactive styles is used in the classroom to promote

tn the

~tudents

thi_s sense of soci a 1 identity.

Ma teri a1 is often analyzed

from a political standpoint, no matter what the subject matter of the
courses, for example, emphasize not

L~ng~age

rnateria.1.

only the mastery of the ta.rget 1a.ngu.age, but the po 1i ti ca 1 content of the
Such analysis does not take the form of a free

l~ng~~ge.

analysis that
~ept

tions are

~igh~

give rise to criticism of the

state~

but interpreta-·

within the boundaries of those patriotic attitudes expected

by the ~-ta.te (Lehmann 1975}.

Nonverbal symbols that glorify the state abound in the classroom,
as elsewhere, formi.ng a very important aspect of teaching strategy.
Pictures and posters of political leaders stare from the walls of each
classroom, perhaps

mi~gled

with a few red posters with sayings of Chairman

Mao on them (Lehmann 1975).
Exams are even used with the state in mind.
declared

11

Whereas they had been

irrelevant 11 before the Cultural Revolution, they are now

accepted as important tools for reviewing knowledge of and adherence to
the rules of social responsibility (Kosokoff 1978).
Although some dissension is allowed, most young Chinese still feel
it is too

d~ngerous

to

str~ngly

question the politics of their state;

yet China is not without its dissidents.
the situati.on thus:

One student dissident summed up

"We are cornpe1led·to believe (Marxist-Leninist)

theory and we do not observe our life and society from our own point of
view. • • Many of my friends do not 1i ke to study society and our life
·cse~ttl~

Times 1979).

It would seem, then, that the development of
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soci"eta 1 .norms has,. for the most. p~rt, taken pl ace at the expense of
..

.

criti'cal expression .. The more. these nonns and va1ues are internaliz·ed,
the less possibiHty there i·s for individualistic philosophies to
develop.
Such selective exposure reinforces the 1earni.ng set that is estab1ished on the sma11 group level discussed earlier, except that now the
conce.pt has been stretched to include a
of

co~formity

to. group

standa~ds

Th.is. group i den.ti ty is further

la.rge~

group.

~alues

The societal

would seem to be once again confirmed.

encou~aged

thro.ugh ou.tgroup confl fct:

i.e. ,

the presentation of other soc;· eta 1 va 1ue systems as a threat to the
Chinese soci e.ty.

ConfHct with other. groups contributes · to the es tab 1i sh-

ment and rea_ffirmati"on of the identity of the. group (Coser 1956).

And the

more this. group identity is solidifi'ed and group membership valued, the
more resistant to external contrary persuasion the group members become
(C~.rnpbe 11

1961}.

!t

ts a self·perpetua ti.ng eye 1e.
AUTHORITARIANISM

The ·acceptance of th:e state as an authority higher than the i ndi vi-

dua 1 ts·· both a resu 1t of and a reason for the s tro.ng sense of fatalism
in the Chinese character.
student

a. h:ighly

0

It follows that from this should arise in the

other-directect•': 1earni_ng set.

Just as students ·accept

the authortty of teachers, they react similarly towards_ government
officials and all others in positions of power.
.

authoritafi.ani.srn that "Since the human
avenue for

de~.li.ng

networ~

It has been said of
.

is seen as the principal

w-tth one•s problems, authority and exploitation tend

..

to

e~calate the~sel~es

ftom.which the.individual can hardly extricate

himselfu (H.su·.·l970,' p ..· .38'5} .. This concept is certainly true in the .

-
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Chin~se society, .~here the cultural ideals of reciprocity and dependence

(i.e., father supports son, son supports father) is
·culture~

i~grained

fn·the

is a definite vertical orientation in the Chinese culture:

There

as the ch.11d_ grows· up, elders are .always to be looked up to and obeyed

(Hsu

1970}~·

Because of such values, the Chinese

:~gard

relationships

with fe11ow human bei._ngs; rather than control o_f thi_ngs, as the principal
avenue. for the so 1utton of 1i fe ~ s prob 1ems.
Q~ s~~~ri~y

To the Chinese a sense
authori· ty (Chu 1977}.

is_ gained from submission to

Dec hi ons have us ua 1ly been made by someone higher

in the chatn of command--fro;par:e·;t-t~..t~ach~-t~O'Vernmenl~1tizens
are expe
tutions

~~1~de~ship, a~·

7.-u,....J•&o..•·••••*w:1tsa,; ;o;«·~k.:~

{"""------~~"-·._.~~""'°... ..--~...-....................,......_.____ ~

are des_igned to s·upport this system (NBC

~~

~~~

..

w•

k4

..,~

1979).

·

SJfl''1--~~....,,,~;.w..1~u ..... -..~

r

The educational institutions are not the least among .such support
systemst

Alth~ugh

there is a feeli_ng of_ groupness and interchange in

tb.e class.room situation, the teacher remains in a position of authority,
~

-,;...---~

in turn an$:wertng to the authority of the government. There is generally
~~ftol¥,t~~.w~.n~
.. ·
..
~!O'ilt>l_.,......,...,,_.,,...

a

fWL

1;••"'ic~~~
~

dis_:~.U£~~aJ-itla4~AJQ:G~~~loQi~ql.J:~~~m?~!!~-~~~~~:a ti ve
•

•

·l

{ .. ~'\~<;"""~'~·~

thi:nking (Hevi -1963), all of which have the potential of fostering ideas
_............--""~-

unsupportive of sodety's needs.

Once _again

tb£_.!£~t?~L~~~

conforrni ty is promoted !!!~~?.u~b~*!t1!-!~~ati anal sys tern.
.

.The learning set thus

daily lives.

estab1tshed~~ the

students'

Those in positions of power who are viewed as competent and

worthy of respect evoke among others a conformant behavior {Steiner and
Peters 1958L
thus the

po~er

Th.ose with titles will elicit similar behaviors (Barry 1931),
of Cha trman Mao, Vice Prernter De_ng and others.

Stro_ng

leaders who· evince feeli.ngs of their bei.ng intell_igent, stro_ng, successful,
and.of high status will certainly induce more conformity than their lower

lI

.
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status subjects (~arvey and ·Rutherford, undated; Lefkowi·tz, Blake and
Mouton .l955}" .The.more of an orientation an indi"vidual has towards such
·authority, the· more he or s-he ts predisposed towards conformi_ng behavior
{_Ro.senfe 1d 1973,}" . Htstor·i·c~ 11y,

.such. subj_ugati on of self to authority ·

has· contributed to the capacity of the Chinese character for tolerance

and pattence when in sttuations of stress and for acceptance of ·hard work
(Chu l977}"

CONFLICT AVOIDANCE
The

tqler~nt·Ch.tnese

_ _ _ _ _ ,...

tionshtp

in

personality affects the teacher-student rela-

~Mln"•~~~~~~~~~.~~~,~~Mti'M<.~~N,v\l~,Jltflf~~~;.,:~

a way that further promotes cooperation. Through a pa.tient,

·-

.. --~~~·~~.../}~~-...
positive apprriach., ·the teacher ;·s able to effect a harmonious classroom
atmosphere, thus· creati.ng a set of expectations in the student which

dictate that learni.ng--and, therefore, other life activities--should take
place in

~·uch

an atmosphere.

Learni.ng, like the ancient ideals so

i_ngra.i:ned i"n the Chinese personality, is not separate from, but in harmony
~ti th,

life ...
Educators- promote th ts harmonious 1earni.ng atmosphere through

teachtng

techniq~es

whtch

empha~ize

positive behavior in the students .

..

They

expec~

behavior-

good behavior without denying the possibility of negative
When

~uch

behavior

do~s

ticcur, other students join the

teach~r

tn an attempt to persuade the errant student to use reason in dealing with
the s.ituatton.

Aggression towards others is not considered healthy, and

for this.reason ~ggressive be~avior is rare (Chan 1976).
Such .a. non_a.ggressi·ve, positive approach to classroom instruction
finds· its· roots. in the· Chinese· concept of

'~face.''

Face may be 1oose ly

defined· i:n Western terms as d.ignity and respect, but ;·t is a term not so
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easi'ly defined.

Loss of face may be caused by bei_ng too blunt in one's

approach, not usi.ng the proper sense of indirection.

n Courtesy~ 11
~..

said

--j:;'q~ii&~.,

·a Chinese· s.·tudent ·;n defini'_ng the· term in a psychol.ogie'al test, "is

_

tel.Hng a lie to.save the feelings of others" (Danton 1938,.
~~~_,

_...,._~~

p.~

ln a culture where courtesy has come to be a matter of such great importance, ·it is easy to believe that unpleasant truths should be suppressed

in the interest of social harmony (Gulick 1962). A less than courteous
st~tement

may lead to a direct action, which, in turn, drives the parties

involved into

a corner

and causes inevitabilities (Danton 1938).

If one

avoi·ds such reactions in the first place, face is retained' and the
bastcally passive Chinese character has not been forced into disagreeable
action.
Expediency also plays a role in classroom harmony.

This concept,

too, finds. its roots in an anci'ent Chinese philosophy--that which says
there is a definite connection between the end desired and the means
employed (Nakamura l960}.

Truth and what Westerners may call ethics are

cons·tdered by the Chinese to be relative to

p~agmatic

action. The way

the Chtnese see- themselves tn this respect has been described thus:

"What

I am concerns only myself, what you think I am is of little importance;

what ;·s current between us is an idea of what I am, is sufficient for the
traffic of the day" (Danton 1938, p. 122).

There is no universally

accepted morality, then, except that which serves the purpose of the task
at hand.

This idea ts perhaps a cousin to the old maxim that exhorted the

Chinese to sweep the snow off his own roof and not to worry about his
nei.ghbor' s· roof.
..

The result of· expediency- and face i. n formi_ng student perceptions is
one of unity with the whole--co1latera1ity and cooperation.

Students who
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are ta.ught to avoid conflict" in ·the classroom will apply this avoidance
to their outer

envtr6nment~

Students who are concerned with loss of face

will not a.Tgue with the tea.cher and not ·expect to .a.rgue with other
A harmonious learning atmosphere

persons of authority on the oustide.

seems to have the effect . of produci.ng hardworki.ng, enthusi as tic students,
devoid of cyrli'cism and

ar~ogance

and insatiable. in their curiosity

(Maskerras and Hunter 1968}.
Studies have shown that.the

l~nger

a group remains together and at

a particular task, the h.igher the probability of its success, and in

such situations a h.i"gh level of arousal could actually interfere with some
task completion (Davis 1969)~

If the results of such studies are applied

to the Chinese learnt.ng set of harmonious interaction, one may conclude
1

th~·group s

that without such arousal

completion a..greater eventuality.

cohesion would be high and task

.Again the aspect of cohesion, thus

cooperation, is seen in the Chinese

val~e

system.

REGULATION

A basic

need of a totalitarian society like that of China is control.

The. government must be ·able to di'r'ect the tho.ughts and:.- therefore,
behavior of the. governed.

Control i's best maintained when there is

.

uniformity of ideas, which, in turn, is best obtained when there is a
basic unfformity of activiti"e·s.

To initiate such uniformity in the

society th.ere must first be a leveli.ng, or equalizi.ng, of the class
structure; then, to maintain this uniformity, deviations from the norm
must be discour:aged, produci.. ng an. overa 11 ·s imil ari ty of experiences ..
I

. The· educa.tional sys·tem seems.once .again a prime vehicle for such
societal rehabilttation.

But to justify such a procedure in the Chinese

.!
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society~
p~st

the bas:i.c. goals of education first had to be cha_nged.

The

emphasis on education as a means to improve one's social position

w.ould not do in the.new·
pursui.ts

eg~lit~rian

society:

therefore, the intellectual

of history, 1tterature, and the arts were sublimated to the

prc;ictica1 ski:lls· needed by soctety,

The purpose of education in China

today is not to. ga_i'n power, but to work for the_· good of the peop 1e
(The Committee of Concerned Astan.Scholars 1972).
Ju~·t Q.S·

so

w~s

s0ciety was to be rid of classes and divisions among people,

tne educational structure.

There was an all-out attempt to

equc;l.n ze educa.ti on (l<osokoff 1978).

A11 cl asses of peop 1e were provided

an education, with spectal attention

bei~g

lower classes.

given to the previously ignored

To facilttate this, the number df required attendance

years was cut from 12 to 10, and the tracking system encouraged by the
former school entrance exams was temporari.ly abolished (The Committee of
Concerned Asian Scholars 1972).
sexes:

There was even equalization between the

boys are now encour_aged to try traditionally "feminine" pursuits

such as needlework,

an~

girls, conversely, are encouraged to delve into

traditionally "male-oriented" fields such as the sciences (Kosokoff 1978).
There is little
8~ight

seg~egation

of fast and slow learners (Chan 1976).

children are encouraged to live up to their capacities, but not

at the expense of their classmates.

Chinese children are told that it

is more important for them to learn to love and respect their peers than
to think of themselves as special, and individual capabilities and talents
are valued only for what they contribute to the group.
mentioned, the traditional exaltation of the teacher

As previously

i~ discou~aged

and

the teacher is. given.more direct responsibility for and to the students..
The result of this amalgamation is a heterogeneous mixture in the schoals
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(The Committee of Concerned Asian.Scholars 1972).
Once. leyeli_ng has taken.p1ace~ r.egimentation must keep the levels
equ~l~

One

W'Q.t

thr~ugh

in which thi's is achieved is

formalities withtn the teachi_ng structure.
throughout the classroom:

bells

regulat~

the use of rigid

An orderliness prevails
the

~lass

periods; students

stand up when the lessons betng (Maskerras and Hunter 1968); students are
often required to answer teachers• inquiries by raising their hands and
standtng to fecite their answers {NBC 1979); welcoming ceremonies are
. gtven for new students·.

ln 1earn_i_ng about the hardships of the o1d

society, often i'ndtvidual students will give formal testimonies about
those days (The Cornmi'ttee of Concerned Asian ·scholars 1972).

And regimen-

tation is even found in the students• social lives, where marriage is
discouraged
before college
graduation (Maskerras and Hunter 1968).
.
.
Another way in whtch the students are r.egul ated lies in the teach-

ing process. Much of the

old~fashioned

s·till remains (Isenberg 1972).

use of rote learning and reciting

Typical classroom procedure may involve

straight lectures and repetition in

l~rge

group situations (The Committee

of Concerned Astan Scholars 1972), with little debate or discussions (Chu
1977} .

Imita.tion and repetition are primary learni.ng tools in the Chinese

educational system.
The Chinese language complements this rote learning tendency, for
to become proficient tn Chinese one must memorize
individual characters.

Alth~ugh

~

great number of

the communist party reformed the language-

to simplify and reduce the number of characters, to be literate
one

mu~t

rnemortze and be able to

be fluent,

5000~

. grammar remains

re~ogntze

at least .1500 characters, to

and the total numbers above 10,000.
~imple,

On1y the

with no declensions or conjugations (Hevi 1963).
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All of this is certainly
ca.l

amenabl~

to the development of a mechani-

an abtl Hy tha.t l.,eni ni st principles decreed as es_senti a1 for

rnernor.r~

the transition of a people ftom .ignor~nce to k~owl~dge (Lehmann 1975).
Th..e more nurnerous the rnode1s of the same ·act, the stro.nger the incentive
becomes for that.act,
further

encou~age

whi~h

means that

~uch

repetitive learning would

reliance upon rote acts outside the formal educational

environment (Campbell 1961).

The lack of emphasis on self-expression not
~

only leads Chinese children to develop

greater consciousness of the

status quo, but also serves to tone down any desire on the students' part
to transcend

~he l~rger

scheme of

thi~gs,

thus status quo is

maint~ined

(Hsu 1970).

Outsi'de of the classroom leve1i_ng and maintenance of status quo also
takes place.

The years that the students are required to leave the class-

room for practical experience in the fields and factories play a very
l a,rge role in this 1eve1 i.ng process.

The object is for the students to

perceive themselves to be equal to all others, de-emphasizing the materi-

Q.l ism and e li ti srn that previously had been encour.aged through the educational process

{Gamb~rg

J977}.

One of the most important characteristics of Chinese psychology is
reliance on perception (Nakamura 1960).
entitled •.ion Practice, 11

11

As Mao declared in his article

If you want to know the theory and methods of

revolution, you must participate in the revolution ... all truths are
obtained

thr~ugh

perceptual
the

direct practiceu (Yu 1964, p. 25).

knowl~dge

Len.ini.~t

leads to rational

He believed that

knowl~dge, basi~g

his stance on

tbec;>ry that the acquis:ition of knowle_dge is fundamentally

empiricist--a notion in sharp contrast to the Confucian notion of
'a. priori" knowle_dge, or the belief that tho_ughts arise in the mind

1

of~

a
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person prior to their be\ng expressed in speech

(L~hmann

1975).

Thr~ugh

active participation in manual labor and the resultant close interactions

with the

peas~nts,

new~

from a

the students were.expected to perceive the proletariat

more realistic perspective (Chu 1977), servi.ng to discourage

their traditional disdaJn of manual labor.
Ma.nua1 labor requirements are not necessarily favorably received by

all..

Still s-howi_ng past resentments, some students have been attacked by

peasan~

groups as they go to

th~ir as~igned

positions.

Students and

their parents often wonder why they bother to obtain a formal education
when they wt 11 only end up worki._ng in the fields.
peasants for so

l~ng

And, because the

have viewed education as ineffective and irrelevant

to their needs, their children often do not take school as seriously as
they might (Chu 1977).
di~content

Generally, however, acceptance tempers any

(NBC 1979).

The effect that participation has on the students' perceptual set
is

great~

In such "open systems'' it is difficult for the students to

perceive the boundaries of the systems--i.e., where the systems end and
environments b_egi n (Lehmann 1975).

This furthers the sense of unity

deeply- tngra.ined i"n the Chinese culture.

This sense of unity includes

i denti. ty with the peasa.nts and factory workers.

The l eve 1i.ng of stat us

differentiation produced by this identification prevents the lack of
conformity usually present in. group members who possess high social status
and education (Tuddenham 1959).
It
concrete.

~lso

produces a tendency to view stimuli in terms of the

Here again the Chinese language works intimately with

the culture, for.even in the
of the concrete:

1ang~age

there is an emphasis on

p~rception

there is an abundance of words that convey the tangible
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and inert phases of
mation.

thi~gs,

but few verbs expressing change and transfor-

Even the expression of abstract philosophical ideas takes

in material terms (Nakamura 1960).

This

11

conereteness

11

pl~ce

le.ads to a lack

of consciousness of universals, for it is difficult to express general
principles in specific tenns.
Without untversa1s, the applicability of knowledge is limited and
it is, therefore, easier to control the amount and kind of information
~vailable

Of

to the

conformi~g

ave~age

Chinese.

This control lends well to maintenance

attitudes (Blake and Mouton 1961).

It has been said that

the greater a person ts knowl e_dge of a. subject, the 1ess conformant he or
she will be, so perhaps it can be said that the inverse is
also

true~-the

less a personts

he or she will become.

knowl~dge

on a subject, the more conformant

This idea is· reinforced by another study which

es tab 1i shed the fact that conformity is increased with i ncre'ased contra l
by the agent of conformity (Fearing and Krise 1941).
self-perpetuating:

This conformity is

a study by Scott (1956) showed that the greater the

number of members in a_ group who hold a value and the more strongly they
hold it, the more important it becomes to all.

It would

seem that once again the ideal of conformity is perpetuated in the
Chinese cultural system.
CONCLUSION
In all of the areas

above--"group identity,

mentione~

res pons i bil ity, u "authori tari ani sm,

11

11

conflict avoidance

11

11

11

social

and "regu 1ation

--the underlying social values of cohesion and conformity surface as the
driving forces behind the educational structure and process.

In group

11
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identity it was shown how social pressure that is encouraged through a
sense of groupness leads to conformity; in social responsibility and
authoritarianism it was shown how the control ·of an author.itarian system
results in conformity; in the section on conflict avoidance the result
of a tendency towards non.a.ggress ion and avoidance of conflict was shown

to be cohesion; and nregulationu showed how the leveling of.the society
and maintenance of the obtained status quo leads to conformity.

These

sections attempted to show how such cohesiveness and conformity are
necessary to the communist philosophy, in which solidarity and advancement generally depend upon ideological unanimity (Yu 1964), and how it
is up to the communication system that holds the most sway on the value
development of a people, the educational system, to transmit the model
with which it is expected everyone will conform.
The atmosphere of closeness or commonness of purpose defined as
cohesiveness (Davis 1969) and that of the successful influence on the
behavior of other persons, or conformity, lends itself nicely to Webster's
·New·world.Dictionary definition of cooperation:
with another or others for a common purpose.

11

"to act or work together
Cooperation, then, seems

to be the all-inclusive, general value to which the Chinese culture
adheres, and, thus, the dominant theme of the communication process.
The sense of collaterality which the Chinese have possessed through the
centuries and have nurtured especially throughout the rule of the communis~

government is intricately interwoven with the resultant value on

cooperation.

And this value, nurtured throughout the educational process_

a.nd set in the expectations of the Chinese mind, will play a very large
and important role in the communication process in the small task group
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situation to be examined later in this paper.

_

\

CHAPTER VIII
THE US: PRESENT SOCIETAL VAL~ES
AS A REFLECTION OF THE PAST
In contrast to the Chinese collateral concept and resultant value
on cooperation, Americans in their comparatively short history have
remained solidly entrenched in the Western ideal of individualism and
the competitiveness it produces.
the New

Worl~

The pioneers who swarmed the shores of

seeking freedom of expression tended to· represent the most

individualistic of their peers, forming a new base for the development
of the self-reliant and competitive spirit that has come to symbolize
America.

Activity, initiative and achievement were all vital ingredients

for survival in this strange new wilderness.

Coupled with the already

aggressive and achievement-oriented nature of-the invading Europeans,
it was to be

ex~ected

that a newly intense version of the individualistic

Westerner should evolve.
The European

im~igrants, findi~g

abundance and space in their new

environment, focused their attentions on coping more with nature than
with their fellow human beings (Danton 1938).
Chinese and, most

t~agtcally,

In contrast to the

the native Americans who inhabited the

land long before the Europeans, these new settlers viewed nature, like
their god, as a separate force:
conquer them.

it was there to be conquered lest it

This competition with the land left little time for the

development of intricate human relationships.

Niceties and formalized

social rules were luxuries they felt they could not afford.

-I
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This is not to say that there was no sense of community among
these

e~rly

P.ioneers.

It was certainly necessary and desirable that

they band t.ogether .for mutual advantage.

This kind of communa 1i ty,

however, was one of convenience rather than of strong conmitment.
w~s

It

imbued with a sense of self-reliance that would be foreign to the

, collaterality of the Chinese clan structure.
Most Americans speak proudly ·even today of the "pioneer spirit"
they possess.

Although there remain few wildernesses to conquer, the

resourceful American has continued to challenge new frontiers in the
__ ·areas of business and technol.ogy.
~ransformed

The aggressiveness of the pioneer is

into the ambitions of the entrepreneur or the aspirations of

the scientist.

Children are still led to believe that initiative and

drive are the keys· to unlimited success.

And ultimate success means the
~

attainment of power--over people,
Bateson 19.68}.

thi~gs

and circumstances (Ruesch and

Just as the early settlers sought contro.l over nature,

tne modern pioneer seeks control over a more complicated, but equally
..

:

provokt.ng envi ronme~t.
The

seemi~gly

limitless potentialities existing in the rich,

wi de~open atmosphere of you.ng America has led even the modern Americans
to take for. granted the poss i bi 1i ti es for constant mobi 1i ty.

Change is

perhaps one of the few · 11 cons tan ts 11 of this fas t-movi_ng, fl exi b1e society.
The needs of techno 1ogy, fl uctuati.ng social and fami 1ia1 mores and two
world wars have all contrtbuted to the creation of a highly mobile
society possessing little faith in stability and permanence (Spri.ng 1978}.
Technol.ogi ca 1 advances make it constantly necessary to adapt to a new
product or a new way of 1i vi.ng: women may work outside of the househo 1d;
vari'ations· from the traditional two-parent family are not uncommon;
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once-rigid social r.egulations have been relaxed; ,and families .may be
scattered all over the country; at least partially because of the effect
of post-war marriages between locals and transient

soldiers~

This "cha.nge ethi c 11 has permeated a11 aspects of American society.
It has led to a disintegration of many well-established social patterns
and traditions.

It has lent weight to the values of adaptability,

toughness, resourcefulness, self-reliance and self-centeredness.

And,

since the old may so easily be discarded for the new, it has become
difficult for Americans to obtain a mastery of skills and techniques,
to acquire information or even to clarify their own values and identities
(Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

Fragmentation such as this supplements an

already inflated sense of individualism and competitiveness.
In order to satisfy the basic human need for emotional commitment,
the individual-centered Americans turn to causes and creeds.
ideals are

s~ught

movements.

Such

Often these

within the framework of social organizations and
bandi~g

together does not belie the value placed on

individual initiative, for, unlike Chinese social systems which are
imposed from above, American o.rganizations usually are instigated by
bands of individual citizens (Hsu 1970).

Once again Americans carefully

guard their individualism in the face of other needs.
It is safe to say, then, that the Western ideal of individualism
has survived its journey to the new American society.

There it has not

only flourished, but it has intensified and taken on new meaning.
The historical version of the independent Westerner has become a competitive and highly self-centered American.

CHAPTER IX
THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
As in the PRC, the ·educational system in the U.S. assumes a large
and highly influential role in the socialization of its children.
Due to the shifting boundaries of the family in American society today,
the school has taken on increasing responsibility in this area (Martindale 1960).

The school has in many senses become a surrogate parent,

with all the accompanying ramifications:
and guidance.

discipline, moral guardianship

It has even found it necessary to teach children skills

formerly presumed taught in the home, such as grooming, cooking, and how
to have a successful marriage.
The American school is also entrusted with political and economic
obligations.

One of the primary goals of American education is the

education of future citizens, which is to be accomplished through the
identification and encouragement of future leaders, the

teachi~g

of

cooperation skills and through impressing on the students the importance
of fo 11 o~i.ng rules. .In the area. pf . _eco~g~i cs it is the duty of the
educational system to promote the development of technology by training
future technologists.

To this end vocational guidance has in recent

years taken on unprecedented importance in the schools (Spring 1978).
As described by a previous vice-minister of education in the PRC,
"I~

a capitaiist

count~ ... the

objective of workers' education is to

increase the workers'. knowledge and techniques so that they may be
promoted ... with better wages, positions and livelihood.

11

He contrasted
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this objective with the Chinese educational goals of working class unity
and the

advan~ement

of political ideals (Cressy 1957, p. 231).

With such all-encompassing responsibilities, there can be little
doubt that American schools have a tremendous impact on .the values and
j~dgments

of the young and, thus, the perpetuation of an American-style

·value system.

As previously mentioned, two of the most significant and

pervasive values in this system are· those of individualism and competition.

How each of these is nurtured in the learning process will be

described i"n detail in the.next chapter, but it·is important to note here
_<how some relatively recent developments in American educational philosophy
have encouraged the furtherance of these values.
Tho.ugh much of pioneer America's schooling took place in noisy
one .. room schoo 1s fi 11 ed with a potpourri of age and ability groups,
sophistication of the country soon brought about the use of the more
sedate European educational style.

This approach, which consisted of

rituals·, lectures and was subj"ect-matter oriented, remained the major
teachi_ng method until about the middle of this century.
factors mentioned in the last chapter
looseni_ng of the system:

~f

The societal

this paper brought about a

as the family relinquished more of its tradi-

tional responsibi'lities to the

educa~ional

institutions, it became

necessary for education to revamp.
Dr, John Dewey, a prominent American educator in the first half of
the twent teth century, is considered the father of the child-centered
approach to education made necessary by society's evolution.
of Dewey's educational philosophy are:
the subject matter to be

t~ught;

The tenets

the child is more important than

learning should be relevant and not

constrained by outdated traditions; school administration should be based
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on democratic rather than authoritarian principles; discipline comes
from

wi~hin,

not from externally imposed

~egulations;

and experiential

learni.ng is the most effective learning style (Hsu 1970). Over the
last few decades these philosophies have· become firmly entrenched in
American educational practices.
With the exception of.the last of Dewey's precepts, experiential
learni~g,

these ideas contrast sharply with the

~hilosophies

of the

Chinese educational system, where the group, not the individual child,
is· of supreme importance, learni.ng styles are still somewhat traditional
.and authoritarianism is the ruli.ng principle.
~reati'on

In the chapters on the

of 1earni.ng and perceptual sets in the PRC it was shown how the

related charactertstics of ."group identitY,

11

"regulation" and nauthori-

tartani.s·m" led to the perpetuation· of _the societal values placed on
conformity and cooperation, and in the following chapters on the American
edu.cational system i·t will be demonstrated how the opposite characteristics, as represented by ·the Dewey,. principles above, lead to the furtherance of the American· values of individualism
and competition •
..
•

....

¥Willi

..
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CHAPTER X
AMERICAN EDUCATION: THE RELATIONSHIP OF
CULTURAL VALUES TO LEARNING SETS
AND PERCEPTUAL SETS
Just as the learning and perceptual sets produced by the process
and structure of the Chinese educational system were classified into
five areas, those of the American educational system fit, for the most
:_.part, into five contrasti_ng categories.
~hcou~age

Where the schools in the PRC

_"group identity," those in the U.S. foster "self-orientation;"

"social responsibility" i'n the PRC is contrasted to ".individual flexibility" in the U.S.;

"authoritarianism is differentiated from the
11

.,

Ameri·can ideal of "democracy;" "conflict avoidance" is opposite to the
tend.ency towards ·11 confrontation 11 in the U.S.; and, finally, the category
of 11 r_egulation 11 i's distinct from the American emphasis on ncritical
thi·nki._ng. n
The Amert can education cat_egory 9f '' se l f-ori entati on 11 discusses the
trend towards individual achievement, which, in turn, leads towards
comparative ·achievement, or competition; the section on "individual
flexibility" describes how this

self~centeredness

precludes loyalty to

pervasive social and national ideals; the section on· 11 democracy 11 explains
how democratic ideals· relate to the American preoccupatio·n with activity
and quantification; the "confrontation" passage shows how self-expression
takes precedence over indirection or subtlety; and the section on
"criti'ca 1 thtnki._ng 11 poi'nts out the stress put on rationa 1i ty and autonomy.
Each of these areas is both a cause and effect of the American value of
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individuality.
SELF.-.QRIENTATION
Ameri"can chi"ldren are

encou~aged

in the

~evelopment o~

self-

centeredness and independence practically from the first day of life.
· fo thetr pre-school years children learn from their parents to follow

+

thei·r fodividua1 instincts, and membership in a group is de-emphasized
in favor of individuality.

American parents encourage a feeling of

1

self-importance in their children which often serves to separate them
~from

the reality of the world around them.

Self-expression continues to

~

qe nurtured as the children enter nursery school: there, for example,
they may be asked to stand up in front of the class and tell something
about themselves or thei·r activities, .a technique whose purpose it is to
enable each child to feel self-confident and "unrestrained

(Hiu. 1970, p. 89).

Thr~ughout

will continue to be

t~ught

by

the group"

their school experience, these students

the importance of self-worth and individual

ach.i·evement.
The American emphasi:s on the indi.vidua1 is so great, in fact, that
often. subme_rgence
with disdain.

o~

the individual personality into a group is regarded

One example of such sublimation is found in Janis' theory

of _11 groupthink 11 (1971).

In this theory he postulates -a group culture

where i ndi vi dua 1 needs must f_i ght to be preserved.

The very mention of

the word "preservation" denotes the _desperate str_uggle between individual ism and collaterality in the American conscience.
One manner in which this

str~ggle

Ameri"can concept of territoriality.

is manifested is

thr~ugh

the

From a very you_ng age a child learns

to create boundaries to separate himself or herself from others and the

-r
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environment.

In this way the student keeps others at a distance and is

safely tsolated from potentia·l
of life.

11

contamination 11 by a group-oriented way

Private property is emphasized:

parents, "my

toys,

11

11

my a11 owance.

the child speaks of "my"

Once he or she enters school, the

11

possessive will be stretched to include "my" desk.
student who,

And heaven help the

mi stake or by des_i gn, takes a desk that has previously

b~

been staked out by another student!

Even as adults, Americans wi11 tend

to return to the same seats they previously occupied and will display
irrttation if someone else dares to take over that place.
Such a pattern

discou~ages

physical proximity and, consequently, deters

emotional and social closeness (Hall 1973).
The detachment that is fostered

thr~ugh

territorial boundaries is

al so generated by· the impersonality of many of the teaching techniques
used in American schools.

As a result of the technological bent of

society, schools often resort to us i_ng machines to instruct and to
motivate.

Audio-visual devices have become so common in classroom

instruction that most schools or districts have created departments
whose sole purpose it is to implement the use of their many machines.
The trend towards individualism is also responsible for this mechanized
instruction technique, for one teacher cannot meet the specialized needs
of each student when faced with the typically overcrowded classrooms of
today:

the teacher may, therefore, resort to tape recorders, vi ewi_ng

machines or, most desirable of all, teaching machines.

Alth~ugh

machines

m·ay aid in the development of desired instructional skil1s, they also
serve to further

depersonalize the

students from their peers.

l~arning

process and to separate the

This emphasis on cognition is done at the

expense of affective development (Brembeck and Hill 1973).

+
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The arrangement of time is also an important factor in the development of a sense of separateness in students.

The American school, like

+

the American society, emphasizes schedules for the completion of most
tasks (Hall 197v).

The school day is almost always organized into blocks

of time for each activity, and whether or not the activity has been
completed or

learni~g

has taken place, the students and teachers are

expected to move on to the next scheduled activity precisely at the end
of each time period.

These time periods are often marked by the sounding

of bells or buzzers, and students are admonished to promptness in. heeding
the dictates of these tyrranical time-keepers.

The effect of this time-

orientation is to subliminally support the segmentation of life.

After

all, ·if time can be fit into neat, separate categories, so can human
relationships.
Dewey's emphasis on

teachi~g

the child rather than merely the

subject matter, as illustrated above, is not completely applied in the
modern American educational system.

The theory has produced enough of

an effect, however, to have some serious implications in the development
of a feeli.ng of separate identity" in the students.
through the use of machines or

thr~ugh

Teachers, either

their own personal resourcefulness,

generally make an effort to instruct their students individually in order
to meet their unique educational needs.

This tendency is evident in the

use of I.Q. tests and in the creation of special courses and departments
to work with exceptional or developmentally handicapped children.
Recogni zi.ng that this segmentation does benefit students thro.ugh the
tailoring of education to different learning abilities, it should also
be pointed out that such individualization isolates students from each
other and contributes to the propagation of individualism in the American
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society (Hsu· 1970).
T~e

underlyi·.ng reason for such an emphasis on i ndi vi dual i zed

instruction is the· basic American be 1i ef in the va 1ue of i ndi vi dua 1
achievement {Parsons 1951).

Such an emphasis Jeads to a

of pressure in the learni.ng environment:

ce~tain

·-f-

amount

students are singled out to

'answer questions (Brembeck and Hill 1973), and a student who learns fast
and well is valued over one who learns slowly or poorly.

The importance

placed on achievement is manifested in teaching philosophies that promote
activity (such as was stressed by Dewey), motivation through a rewards
.-.a_nd puni'shment system, corrections and, ultimately,

~iti_Q_n

(Hall

Students learn quickly that it is those who participate and who

1973).

are assertive who will succeed in school.

-+-

Such students will be the

reci·p; ents of most rewards--both materi a1 and otherwi se--that the school

..

has to offer.

These are the students who will most likely develop the

..

firmest qf the much-desired self-concepts; these are the ones who will
become successful individuals.
Thos·e· who are. not so fortunate to be
acti~e,

b~i ght

or qui ck, assertive or

are often the reciptents of criticism and corrections, neither of

which lend.well to the development of a sense of individual worth.
Ameri ca.n teachers tend to be i_mpati. ent in their corrections of students
(.Ha.11 1973},

a characteri·sttc

which contrasts sharply with the more

patient and supportive group atmosphere ·emphasized in the PRC.
The inevitable result of this achievement orientation and resultant +
status differentiation is competition (Brembeck and Hill 1973).

The

students' need for positive reinforcement leads them to strive for those
attributes which

bri~g

them status (Ruesch and Bateson

1968)~

to ascertain those characteristics which will bring the desired

In order
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recognition, students must constantly compare themselves to their peers
·(Kluckhohn and Murray 1949).

Competition, defined by Webster's Dictionary

as "opposition," is by its very definition a divisive factor in human
relationships.

The basis of competition in America is a philosophy of

self-concern, for the gain of one individual means a loss for the other
(Hsu 1970)..

This is not to say that all competition is

negative~

for

studies have shown that when competitive techniques are employed in
modera.te doses, they serve to keep motivation at a high lev.el (Klein
1956).

Many accredit America's prominent

pla~e

in society today to the

competitive nature of its people.
This also is not to say that Americans are entirely competitive
and indivi·duaHstic.

There exists a strange dichotomy in American

ideals which says that while individual initiative is certainly desirable,
th~

good American must also be prepared to operate as a team player (Krech,

Crutchfield and Ballachey 1962).

To this latter end American children are

trained to become members of teams, whether they be sports, fraternal
~rganizations

or clubs (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

The reason for such a

s:eemi.ng contra diction may be found in the very characteristic res pons i b1e
for the competitive strain--self-reliance:

with the greater freedom and

social flexibility that such a characteristic brings also comes insecurity.
To allay the fears that accompany insecurity, Americans have constructed
an elaborate system of nonkinship associations and clubs (Hsu 1970).
Inherent in this group membership and apparent conformity is the
ever-present characteristic of competitiveness .. Even while Americans
join groups and conform their actions to those of others, there is an
undertone of competition:

each person strives to do things "bigger and

better" than fellow group members (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

It is ouly
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through the necessity bro.ught about by insecurity that Americans ally
themselves with groups.

They still prefer to win by ·themselves (Thibaut

and Kelley 1959).
Th1s conformity-competition paradox is manifested plainly in the
educational system, where teams and clubs abound but individual achievements still gain the most

re~ognition,

Team members work towards winning

the game for their school, while acutely aware that individual measurements of achievement are bei_ng kept on them as we 11.
9

Students may earn

position in a "honor society" for their. grades, but the achievement is

accomplished for their individual recognition, not for the good of the
society-.

There are numerous other examples of "individualistic·

conformity

11

to be found in the American school system.

The effect that this attention on individual capabilities has on
the perceptua 1 and 1earni_ng sets of the students is one that may tend to
preclude classroom ethical and interpersonal development (Hsu 1970).
Wi. th this 1ow a ffil i a ti ve tendency there is a definite perception of
oneself as alienated from and disaffected by outside influences (Rosenfeld 1973}.

As a result of the nonpersonal nature of instruction, as

evidenced by the segmentation of time and people and the use of machines,
and as a result of idiosyncratic

nee~

gratification, Americqn students

learn to view life from an independent, impersonal stance (Berg_ and Bass
Most phenomena in nature and

1961).

th~ught

are, like the educational

experience, perceived as compartmentalized and separate from their own
beings.
The conforming and cooperative behavior that grew out of the
Chinese feeling of collaterality ca.n be· contra$ted to the i_ndividualistic
and c6mpetitiye behaviors fostered by the American educational process~

4
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A study by

Gross~ck

(1954) showed that instruction emphasizing individual

achievement produced less conformity in the recipients than those empha-

As was discussed earlier, American instruc-

sizing group achievement.

tional techniques are greatly oriented towards the individual.

The very

fact that American students are taught to value jndividual achievement
is significant in the development of perceptual divergence (Grossack
1954), as is the educational stress on self-concept and self approval

(Moeller and Applezweig 1957).

A number of other studies also point to

the effect individual achjevement needs and values have on lowering
conformant .tendencies (Crutchfield 1955; Nakamura 1960; Tuddenham 1959;
Krebs 1958; DiVesta 1959).
To say that the result of the American educational process is a
perceptua 1 and 1earni.ng set: geared away from conformity is to admit its
counterpart, opposition, which was earlier given as a dictionary definition for competition.

The competitive nature of Americans is, in turn,

no more than an application of the basic psychological tendencies of ·
American society to the education of its children.
INDIVIDUAL FLEXIBILITY
If conformtty and unity do 'not exist on the sma 11 er, more persona 1
levels of
on the

~man in!~!.~2?n,

lar~r

it seems to follow that they would not exist

societal level.

Such is the case for Americans.

The

American view of commitment, whether to a small or large concern, ·;s
generally one of distaste:

Americans pref er not to commit- th.emse 1ves to

any course of future action because of the handicapping effect such
commitment has on individual flexibility ·(Ruesch and Bateson 1968).
Res pons i bi 1i ty to soci a1 goa 1s and their concomHant organi zati ona 1
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structures are regarded
as secondary to individual goals (Chan .1976).
.
Just as Chinese children are immediately immersed in the social
organizations whose purpose it is to raise thei·r social consciousness,
American students are generally conditioned from a very early age to
view

respon~bility

at only the personal level.

From birth American

children are accustomed to attachi_ng themselves to a singular authority
figure-~first

parents, later teachers--and, thus, they come to see only

one style of life as possessi_ng importance and validity (Hsu 1970).
This is much unlike Chinese children, who may be.conditioned to a
multiple parental authority and, therefore, perhaps several points of
view.

The

untlate~ality

of American children's concepts of authority and

truth do not allow them room to embrace nationalistic concerns that may
not be in agreement with their.individual life views.

This commitment

to an individual disposition before social exposure tends to strengthen
. self-concern, leaving little room for other concerns (Deutsch and Gerard
1955).

Perhaps because of an exposure to educational styles which

emphasize the process of

learni~g

more than the content, the process of

living is accepted as a goal in itself by the American student (Ruesch
and Bateson 1968).
When a social responsibility-is accepted by the individual-centered
Ame~ican,

as it sometimes is, there is little feeling of

complete actions des_ignated in the commitment.

bei~g

bound to

Americans are low-context

people, which means that they do not rely heavily upon their surroundings
in the interpretations of their actions; this is in contrast to the
Chinese, who are

~igh-context

people because of their reliance upon

environmental influences in their social interactions.
shown that low-context people do not usually feel

a~

It has been

bound to commitments
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as. do those in

h~gh-context

cultures {Hall 1977).

Such lack of commitment is reflected in many aspects of the
educational system, structural as well as procedural.

Students are not

expected to commit themselves to a career-oriented course of study until
many years into their educational .experience.

Once "committed,

often easy--and even expected--that.the choice will be changed.
divisions of the educational system,

~igh

unusual for students to be allowed to
their courses of study.

11

it is
In upper

school and college, it is not

ch~nge

classes several weeks into

Freedom of choice extends into the teaching

process as well, where students are

encou~aged

to develop and change

ideas, concepts and values as they progress along the educational trail.
Growth is emphasized, with the result that change, too, is viewed as a
desirable characteristic.
Mobility plays a responsible role in this change-oriented value
structure.

Students are moved from class to class, teacher to teacher

and, often, school to school.

Little is considered permanent.

Students

are expected to make new friends easily in their constantly changing
envi·ronments and they 1earn to dispose of rel ati onshi ps as quickly as
they initiate them.
superficialtty.

Social interaction is approached with gregarious

Sociability is defined as the establishment of smooth

functioni_ng relationships, maintaini.ng a friendly front and low intensity,
and avoidi_ng deep involvement:

the

11

stick-to-itiveness

11

that permeates

the Chinese vi'ew of friendship and group loyalty is rarely found in
American relationships (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

After all, if other

aspects of life lack permanence, why should personal commitment to a
cause or a group be considered any differently?
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DEMOCRACY
The "other-directedH orientation of the Chinese that leads to
their acceptance of
dtrection,

11

authoritariani~m

is antithetical to the "inner

or self-reHance, of ·the Amerkans· that leads fa their

, democratic form

o~

government and life-view (Hsu 1970).

Delegation of

-r-

·authority and flexibility of status are necessary to the metropolitan,
·industrial and somewhat nomadic life of the American.
authori·tariani"sm would not easily fit.

In such a system

Americans view their fonn ·of

..government as a "situational 11 ·type of conformity, where submission to
. group opinion is not valued for its conformant qualities, but for the
··moral motive of equality of voice that it represents (Ruesch and Bateson
1968}.

In order to establish some form of workable government, the

h_ighly i'ndividualistic early Americans, not trusti"'ng each other with any
more authori'ty than they themselves possessed, implemented a system of
checks

de~igned

~-ublimati.~g

to protect the

~ights

of the individual while inherently

these rights to_ group opinion.

This dedication to equality is found in the American custom of
bri'_ngi_ng those who have earned positions of authority back down to·the
common level.

To quote Jue_rgen Ruesch (Ruesch and Bateson 1968, p. 107),

"As soon as a man is labeled an authority, he becomes unequal and every
effort must be made to bri_ng· him back to the fold of the_ group and make
him an equal _again. 11
American at ease:

Such a perception of equality puts the average

it is. given a position of importance that exceeds even

that of liberty, and_ great care is taken to make at least the outward
appearance of the American society _ega 1i tari an (Ru.esch and Bateson 1968).
Even before entering s·chool American chi 1dren are

encou~aged

in a

+
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hori zonta 1. gravitation to peers that precedes their later conceptua 1i za~ton

of _equality and democracy.

The American customs of providing cribs

for babies and separate bedrooms for older children and the emphasis on
peer associations are seeds for the. generation. gap which advances a
di.sdain for authority (Hsu 1970).

Such a disdain fosters a democratic

·approach to life.
The concept of democracy even finds its way into the comparatively
authoritarian jurisdiction of the school.

It is not unusual for teachers

to allow students an'occasional voice in the determination of their
<activities-, a voice quite often interpreted through the use of a majority
yote.

The democratically-oriented teacher may exhibit leadership tech-

niques such as usi.ng frequent questioni_ng, encour.agi_ng a1ternative
solutions .and approaches to problems, _encour_aging speculations from the
group and. general.ly lendi.ng a friendly atmosphere to the classroom
. stiuation.{Rosenfeld 1973).
ptocess

thr~ugh

Students also participate·in the democratic

the extracurricular activities of

electi~g

offi'cers and voti.ng_ in various types of social contests.

class and club
An atmosphere

of at least limited democracy pervades .the halls of most schools, bringi.ng
with it the promise of even more political voice for the students in the
years to come.
Even what limited authoritarianism there is in the American educational system does not compare to the Chinese concept of it:

in American

schools there is no really personal authority, only functional authority.
It is the position that renders the power, not the person (Ruesch and
Bateson 1968).

By its very nature the democratic process is a cousin to another
dominant American characteristic, that of quantification; the voti.ng
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· process is definitely quantitative.
America~

This tendency is deeply rooted in

histpry, having at least partially originated from the pioneers'

need to evaluate stra.ngers quickly through easily identifiable means.
Under such circumstances it was easy for "more" to be judged as

11

better. 11

This disposition was further promoted by the whole economic trend of the
· Occidental culture--i·ts emphasis on a· monetary system (Ruesch and Bateson
1968).
American.children

~egin

early to learn the power of numbers (Hall

They often hear .their parents apprai si_ng them to others according

1977).

.:-.to. thei.r size, intell_igence, and the timing of their development process.
s·uch a propensity towards quanti fi ca ti on is perpetuated in the school
.

~

'

!

system thro.ugh grades, sports achievements and· awards (Ruesch ~nd Bateson
1968).

Speed is often.emphasized at the expense of accuracy (Klein 1956),

"'
encour.agi.ng the Arneri can student to guess the answers
and to be 1ess

concerned about quality than quantity.

The current popularity of speed

r:eadi·.ng is an excellent example of this American concern with haste.
The characteri'sti·c of quantifi'cation, whether directly connected

to that of democracy or.considered on its -own merit, is closely tied to
the American preoccupation with competition_

Most quanti.fi cati.011. j.,.s.,,

0

f

done with comparative measurement as .its. goal.

•
~'v

I

Students learn that their

grades are decided in relationship to other students; school athletes
1earn the importance of betteri_ng the scores or records made by their

teammates or competitors; placement of students in certain classes is
often the result of test scores
others.

The

lis~

goes on.

interprete~

relative to the scores of

The competitive spirit of the American

individual is certainly fostered in the process of education (Hall 1977).
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CONFRONTATION
Unlike the Chinese, Americans tend to

re~el

in direct confrontation.

One look at a couole of hours of American television violence is enough
I

.

to convince even the most casual observer of this fact.

The patient,

non.a.ggressive Chinese would perhaps have difficulty coping with tflis
aggressive and direct American approach.
Perhaps it is the lack of subtleties and intricacies in American
interpersonal relationships that causes Americans to heed only the most
obvious clues in their social interactions (Ruesch and Bateson 1968),
therefore payi_ng 1itt1 e attention to the fee 1i ngs and thoughts of those
they confront.

This American characteristic has been politely referred

to by those of more subtle cultures as

11

bluntness.

11

The American confrontation process may proceed in somewhat ritualistic

s~ages:

first there will be nonverbal cues that indicate disapproval

or antagonism; if the?e fail to induce behavioral change in the person or
persons to whom they are directed, the next step is a series of verbal
hints, followed by verbal confrontation; when all else fails, the last
dramatic step is one of either legal or physical action (Hall 1977).
It could be said that the action-oriented educational style of the
American schools is responsible. for promoting this value on confrontation.
Thr~ugh

activities in the

learni~g

process students are encouraged to·

think in transitive terms and to have confidence in their ability to act
on the people and things around them.

The

~nglish

language reflects this

tendency, possessing a comparatively high percent_age of transitive verbs.
The school may also foster this penchant for active confrontation
of issues through its encouragement of student exhibitionism.

In

+
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practicing a· newly acquired skill, the American students are often not
only

but required to demonstrate their abilities in front of

en~ourag~d,

others (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

This type of behavior would be

considered bad manners or "showing off" by those in many of the Eastern
c~ltures.

Another factor to consider is the importance the educational system
places on effort.

Effort is considered equally as important as success

·(Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

The old phrase, 11 an A for effort, 11 certainly

holds prominence in an American value system that was nurtured by the
:1nitiative and application of its pioneer forebearers.
~10.ng

This attitude,

with its adaptation, "There's no harm in trying, 11 seems to value

the active assertion of one's will in a way that has the potential of
inflicti~g

itself· bn the lives of others with

li~tle

or no regard for the

~

effect it may have on others (Ruesch and Bateson 1968) .
. Confrontation is activity, or.achievement, and thus another link in
the chai'n of characteristics which leads to the American competitive
spirit.

As in

man~

of the.sports activities that take place in the

school environment, the American view 9f achievement is one of expediency
~~i.e.,

the end justifies the means (Ruesch and Bateson i968).

Al tho.ugh

on the s·urface this resemb 1es the Chinese view of expediency, the
difference 1i es in its· mani festati on--di rect, active and goa 1-ori ented
confrontation.

Whereas Chi'nese expediency is a process, American

expediency is a product--a product of a competitive, individualistic
society.
CRITICAL THINKING
While the basic need of a society like that of the PRC is one of
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control, a basic premise of a democratic society like that of the US
is one of rel_ative autonomy.

While control is be.st nurtured thro_ugh

uniformity of ideas, the ideal of autonomy is dependent upon the diverj

sity of ideas born from an anaiytical, critical thought process.

While

j.

the development of a niechanistic memory is prevalent in the educational
· system of the PRC, in the US it is the development of critical intelli-

-t

.

.

gence and a self-regulating personality that receives attention in the
·schools (Gulick 1962).
The roots of such di ve_rgent approaches touch back on the values of
:- ·conformi"ty versus i ndi vi dua 1i ty, but it may be that there is another
contributory factor to be considered as well.

The US, since its founding,

has been rich in subcultural variations, while

th~ PRC,

though possessing

variations of its own, has subcultures that almost all stem from the same
·~

Eastern b_egi nni.ngs '· gi vi_ng them a commona 1i ty not present in a11 of the
subcultures of the US.
When there are subcultural variations present in a society there is
less ltkely to.be uniformity in behavioral standards and less value is
placed on thi·s uniformity.

Thus in

th~

US much more so than in the PRC

there is to be found ferti 1e_ ground for independent and autonomous ideas
(Ruesch and Bates·on 1968).
One manifestation of this autonomy is the value placed on creativity
CPepinsky 1961}.

Arnertcan schools sometimes place more emphasis on the

development of creative skills in all phases of learning--scientific, as
well as literary- and craft--than on the assi.milation of information
(Hsu 1970).
creative

It must be added, however, that there are bounds to this

licen~e:

despite their respect for creative, original

th~ught,

Americans will tolerate it in moderate doses only, havi_ng little tolerance

-~
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for its extremes.
very

This perhaps exp 1ains why America is rec_ogni zed for

truly creative_ geniuses.

fe~

One explanation proferred for this

disparity in the attitude towards creative thought is that Americans are
basically afraid of.the

unpredi~tability

and, thus, the insecurity

Pl'.'Oduced by.human.differences (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).
Even after strippi_ng away the extremes, Americans remain comparatively radical in their thought boundaries compared to the positivistic
Chinese.

American education relies on the unseen, the theoretical,

unlike the Chinese reliance on the experiential and the empirical (Hsu
Perhaps this explains why Americans are a low-context people and

___.1970}.
~ust

rely more on words in the corrmunication process, while the high-

context Chinese look towards their total communication experience for
the interpretation of meaning.
...

· Amertcan students learn independence of thought through encouragement to make their own decisions and to think things through for thems~lves.

The democratic attitude towards authority contributes here

thro_ugh i:ts encour_agement of cri ti ca 1 respect rather than unquestioning
servi 1i ty (Be_rg 1961}.
fro~ chall~nge;

In the Arneri ca~ way of thinking no one is immune

all people and ideas are open to analysis and criticism

by colleagues, superiors and inferiors alike.

This ideal dominates

academic life.
The results of such analytical approaches to life are not always
positive.

Because students are encouraged to consider both sides of

issues, they may sometimes have trouble reachi_ng decisions.

It has also

been shown that unstructured stimulus situations such as those present
in the open-ended analysis style of American instruction may not follow
norrna 1 probabi' li' ty di'stri but ions (Be_rg 1961 ) , gi vi_ng them a 1ack of
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predi cta.bil i ty that can be unsettl i.ng to both students and teachers.
Teachers' expectations of students' responses may also be higher than
the actual results received.

Teachers expect

~tudents

to understand what

they have learned, a process which may be made even more. di ffi cult for
the student because of the lo.ng, involved explanations necessary from

the tea ch er· (Ha 11 1973}.
Deci s ion-ma.ki_ng di ffi culti es, lack of constancy in response and

T

comprehension difficulties may all be carried by the students into the
lea rni'.ng sets they use in their outside analyses. , Life's decisions may
be

m~de

even more complex and seem even more insurmountable because of

the complicated system of

decision-maki~g

the students have come to know

in the schools.
An even more

s~gnificant

result of this analytical patterning

process is its effect on the conformant tendencies of individuals who
a re ta.ught to use it.

Severa 1 studies have shown that the more a person's

problern-solvi_ng efforts are rewarded, the less he or she will tend towards
conformant behavior (DiVesta 1959, MacBride 1958).

Other related studies

show how competency in problem-solvi_ng leads to a valuation of individual
opinions over social ones (DiVesta 1959).

Orientation towards creativity

has also been associated with lesser amounts of conformity (Moeller and
Applezweig 1957).

The autonomy felt by the American student can be

related to nonconformant behavior, for it has been shown that the more
influence a person wields over others, the less conformant he or she will
tend to be (Crutchfield 1955; Kelley and Volkart 1952; Tuddenham 1959).
A relatively

free-thinki~g

student, then, would seem.quite likely to

develop the individualistic modes of thinking and perceptions so symbolic
of the American way of life.
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CONCLUSION
The general theme that runs through·the American characteristics
of 11 self-orientation, 11 "individual flexibility," "democracy,"

11

confronta-

tion" and "critical thinki.ng" remains that of individualism and the
.

.

accompanying inclination towards competition.

In 11 self-orientation"

one sees how physical and social isolation in educational practices
: fosters the individualistic, combative ·behavior ·that is reflective of
the American society as a whole.

In "individual flexibility" this

competitive nature is related.to the concerns of the society as a whole,
w.ith students, like their adult counterparts, protecting their individual
. "concerns over the concerns of the group.
the theoretically equal

~ights

The essence of "democracy" is

of all individuals, a factor which contri-

butes to the· fr.agmentation of peop 1e thro.ugh the competitive, quanti ta ti ve
sp1,rit it fosters.

The American approach to "confrontation" is a further

. example of the .a.ggressive, self-centered attitude learned in the schools--

an attitude that a1so encour_ages an i'ndi vi dua 1, competitive spirit.
Finally, "critical thi'nki.ng 11 is the ultimate in individualistic freedom,

allowi_ng for the diversity of tho.ught that precedes diversity of action
and concern.
All of these American qualities point to the competitive tenor of
Ameri'can life.

It is a value that is perpetuated

thr~ugh

the process

and structure of the educational system, and one that will manifest
i'tself in all aspects of the communication processes to be discussed in
the

followi~g

chapter.

CHAPTER XI
COMMUNJCATOR STYLES OF_THE CHINESE

AND AMERICANS IN
A SMALL TASK GROUP
- SETTING
...

~

...

...

...

The precedi.ng chapters have demonstrated £ow the genera 1 cul tura 1
values of the PRC and the US are perpetuated through their educational
systems.

A major portion of the paper has been spent on this aspect of

the topic because such a background provides information crucial to the
rec.ogni ti on and comprehension of cultural communi ca ti on differences; the
shifting of one's frame of reference necessary for true intercultural
communication is made easier by such knowledge.

A major premise of this

paper is that this value perpetuation process tends to

mak~

the Chinese

perceive life from a collateral, cooperative perspective and the Americans
perceive life from an individualistic, competitive perspective.

The

ramifications of these two very different perceptual sets will now be
described in relationship to communication styles in a small task group
setting.J
[Commun1cation is an interchange of meanings among people that is
only possible to the d.egree that the communicators have in common similar
~ttitudes, desires and cognitionSJ(Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey 1962).

Without like experience -levels, such commonalities are difficult to
possess:

the dynamic quality of communication is restrained at the

boundaries of shared knowledge.

This means that those{from two such very

different cultures as the Chinese and American may, because of their
dissimilar

ba~kgrounds

and perceptual sets, experience difficulties
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communi ca ti_ng with each other (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

Thro.ugh the

acculturation process they have come to expect to receive stimuli in
ways which match the

11

sets

11

they have learned:·· when encountering inter-

action patterns which differ from those they anticipate, they may
experience communication problems.

Studies have supported this idea by

·ctemonstrati_ng how movi_ng from a fami 1i ar soci a 1 setting .to an unknown
one produces uneasiness and lowered performance levels (Brembeck and
Walker 1973).

Once people have learned to perceive in a certain way it

seems to be extremely difficult for -them to adapt to new way~(Hall 1973).
Although cultural differences present a challenge to the communication process, this challenge can be met successfully.

The solution lies,

fi'rst of all, in an awareness of what the differences are and why and
how they operate.

Such an awareness permits a certain amount of ability

to overcome any difficulties the unfamiliar behavior may present to the
communication process (Janis 1971).
LThts next section will help to increase the possibility of predicting
the communication behaviors of the Americans and the Chinese by describing
what some of those behaviors may be in a small task group setting.

So far

this paper has dealt with three levels of reference--the environment,
the group and the individual; it will now turn once again to the group,
represented this time by the small task group rather than by the larger
educational group described earlier.

Communication behaviors in the task,

or goal-oriented, group will be examined in the context of three categories
of group process:
·action

variables~

operati~g vari~bles,

structural variables and inter-

These categories of variables interact with each other

to make up the majority of the overt and covert factors functioning
in the
.
.

small. group communication process. Their application to the Chinese and
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American behavioral patterns, however, do not presume to be all-inclusive
and inflexible:

they are merely intended to present a basic overview

from which additional research may spring.

Although the variables

presented will be specific to the American and Chinese cultures, as
mentioned earlier, the process of relating _them and analyzing their
effects may be_ genera 1izab1 e to other i ntercul tura 1 exchanges.

OPERATING VARIABLES
Operati~g

variables are defined as those procedures, rules, norms

and standards· that facilitate the_ group process.
of

tas~

They form the backbone

group operations, for they regulate the tone and direction of

ttle group s ·acttvities.
1

In this category are included time, task and

environmental factors that form the framework for group interaction
(R.osenfe 1d 1973).

Divisions of labor, leadership and member ro 1es,

and outcome analysis are all important operating variables thit will be
examined here.
Ghe individualistic personalities of Americans foster a group
operational process that is as compartmentalized as is the American
perceptual set:

task group procedures are usually organized within a

meth.odi. ca lly segmented structure.

Just as Americans have 1e·arned to

perceive themselves as individuals separate from others and the environment, they tend to perceive all actions as discrete functions that must
be o_rgani zed and cat_egori zed.

This is manifested in the task group

through delegated divisions of labor (Davis 1969;-Hall 1977) and an
emphasis on administrative details.

Individual contributions are

encouraged and initiative admired as work and action become the prerequisites of this methodical system.

It has been said that when Americans
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are cornered or ill at ease they tend to fall back on details in their
conversations and concerns (Ruesch and Bateson 1968)·.

Such a preoccupa-

tion with the components of the whole rather than with the whole itself
may stem not- only from the American stress on individualism, but from
the c_ognitive impersonality of the overall educational emphasis as well.]
{Another manifestation of the American tendency towards organization
is their linear, speed-conscious approach to time.- They
usually undertake tasks separately and in sequence, apportioning for
accomplishment of each

task~

precise allotment of time.

Schedules, either implicit or explicit, are an integral part of the
American perception of life and, therefore, task group functions.

This

linear and s_egmented concept of time i ~ referred to by Ha 11 ( 1977) as
~·rn.onochronic.

11

1Such a concept contras ts with the Chinese vi ey1__gf

.tJJI!g_,;__

in their more. group-oriented, who 1is tic approach to 1i fe they tend to
perceive task_ group opera ti on in a more unified way, or from what Ha 11
cqlls a 11 polychronic 11 time frame.
completion of_ the task over
1977).

Ltke the

11

~igid~

They emphasize involvement and
compartmentalized scheduling (Hall

stream-of-consciousness 11 structure of their language·

(Cressy 1957), the Chinese see task completion as a flowing, centralized
process to which all members contribute equally.
centered

learni~g

The cooperative, group-

set formed in the educational process carries through

to the Chi:nese perception of the operation of a group situation.
Despite this cohesive treatment of time organization, there is much
concern with procedures and formalities in the Chinese task group
(Kosokoff 1978}.

The concern.lies more with the adherence to a super-

structure of rules, regulations and customs that with an allotment of
duties and schedules.

The

o~igin

of this obsession may be found in tbe
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authoritarianism of the society.

Those who have lived and learned under

a stringent system of rules must come to expect a similar arrangement
in all other activities.

Although task group members usually function

under a system slightly less restrictive than that with which they were
educated--i.e., classroom hand-raising and other such external forms of
discipline--they must sti11 interact.within a

stro~gly

maintained and

regula.ted_ group structu~(Davi·s 1969).
[Just as Americans do not view themselves as responsible to universal causes and l a_rge groups,_ they are not as apt as the Chinese to fee 1

a sense of obligation for the completion of task group procedures (Hall
Group members may not feel bound to complete their actions if

1977}.

circumstances are not

evolvi~g satisfa~torily

tive rules are subject to

bei~g

for them.

Even administra-

readily scrapped or amended.

Thi~

lack

of loyalty and dedication is augmented by the generally accepted American
code of expediency which says that the end justifies the means (Ruesch
and Bateson 1968).

Clearly it is the individual rather than the group

who h.olds the final say in the formation of and adherence to the standards
of the group's operation3
(!be Chinese, on the other hand, are subject to the cohesiveness of
their upbringing:

they will tend to adhere more faithfully to the norms

of the_ group, r_ega rdl ess of their persona 1 feelings.
cyclic~l

This has the

effect of increasing the already present cohesiveness of the

group (Hall 1977), since norms are essential to its maintenance.
Ta~k

ana.lysis~

outcome, an extremely ·important variable in task group

may also tend. to be regarded differently by the Americans and

the Chinese.
not

In a society as concerned with numbers as America, it is

surprisi~g_

that results are often measured quantitatively rather
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than qualitatively (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).

Americans rely on graphs,

surveys, and other numerical measurements to tell them how successful
they have been.

As the Chinese strive· for modernization, they, too,

may soon gravitate towards such determinations of accomplishment; for
the time being, however, a preoccupation with quantity over quality would
be seen to be i:nconsi stent with the Maoist philosophy that promotes
mastery rather than superficiar quantities of knowledge.
In order to survive the intercultural interaction
occur if two such divergent

~~ructures

.
.
proc~ss

that must

come together, the Chinese and

the Americans will need to be constantly aware of and patient in response
to ea.ch other's perception of o_rgani zati on.

Americans may have to put

aside some of th.etr zeal for haste and schedules, while the Chinese may
need to organize themselves in a more compartmentalized fashion.

This

would espectally require great patience on the part of American business
people, who tend to be amo.ng the most intense when it comes to time
schedules a.nd delegation of duties.

The Henry Ford philosophy of

a.ssemb ly-1 i ne efficiency may have to be modified to fit a s 1i ghtly 1ess
frantic approach.

Ch~nge

on either side will not be easy t6 accomplish,

for it involves stepping completely out of a familiar perceptual framework and into an alien one.
however, it can be done.

Through the process of empathic awareness,

Furthermore, it must be done if Americans and

Chinese are to work together in the.future--whether in task group situations or in any other

wa~

STRUCTURAL VARIABLES
Structural variables in task group operation are those that affect
the

group~s

communication and attraction networks.

Here it is important
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to establish· the conmunicatfon patterns and· subgroup formations and the
effects _that _these have on social, emotional and task group development
(Rosenfeld 1973).
Gtructural variables are especially different in the Chinese and
Ameri:c~n

small_ group situations because of their different perceptions·
Th~

· of group government.
anism

~n~~t~ds au~h~~~i-

follow a more

wi1~

~igid

and centralized·interaction
.

·-......__

pattern' 'w~:mocracy:·a-ri ent~~~me~!~~-~~~~~~~·l· ~~!~ncf-to-fo-1 l OW a
more in di· vi dua 1i sti" c ;;;tt"er~~~c~~;era ti ve and competi ti~~~- i~s1:i"ncts are
....__
--·-·-·..... __
:largely responsible for ~uch div~rgent perceptions of group operation:
~·he

cooperative nature of the Chinese makes it possible for the group to

function smoothly under authoritarian rule; the competitive nature of
the Amertcans makes i·t necessary for every group member to have a some..,.

wh.at equa 1 votce tn the man_agement

o~

group functions.

These differences

dramatically affect the interaction patterns of the groups.
ln American task_ groups., a1though there may be a pri ncipa 1 1eader

of

tb~.. group, ·the leader•s authority,- like that of the ~lassroom teacher

----

~.~

'

... .......

functi?n~~~~eren.t: __

dis·cus·sed earlier, is

~---~

His or her

_

control is limited to a facilitative role, making the leader basically
dependent upon

group for approval.

th~

Leaders are expected to guide
-...........___ __......
and Bateson 1968). 'i}ema<:fatic leaders
.,........

rat~n.~ch

---

.........,.

...... ~.,.;:.

encour_age. group members to coordinate and evaluate the group• s actions;
they

pos.e_m~3~~~~i~~?-

than other types of leaders and they encourage

alternate approaches ~~--tD~~.J:a~Js.~..}lt_ E~~~j R<?se..n~~ l_cL1~L~).
-·.~· ....- .

They are

~-....................... ....,.,___~ ....,,,.,,.,......,._.,........ 'I-..,.... ••

'""""'"'""-..- -.............

kept humble by the democratic decision-making process that allows group
__......,..._---~.......... ~... ~.....,... .. . . . . ... . ~·~ .. ·-- ...~·-··-··-·~...~-----~ ~-.. ~~""·"·-·-..···-· . . ... ...
mernb~0-q.ues.t.i~~ authority.
In a highly homogeneous group, in fact,
,.

I

.

...... ...

..,~

....

"'""" ·-~. ~,,. ....

~

...

any exertion of authoritarian opinions or statements is likely to be

·"
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rejected by 'the rest of the. ·group (Bass l961).
also

po~s·ible.

that rather than their

bei.n~

In such groups it is·

one leader, a great many group

members may perfonn the leadership function, thus further decentralizing
any potential power structure (Kwal and Fleshler 1971). The basic
American attitude towards leadership, whether in the classroom, politics
· or th.e sma 11

tas~

group, ·is one of cri ti ca 1 respect, not one of unques-

tioni.ng servi 1ity (Pepinsky l961).
[The people of the PRC, having been conditioned to respond, for the
most par~~~~~~hor~~--~~~~~rally tend to expect to
-..·grant their leaders the cooperation their American counterparts discount.
The htstorically i.ngrafoed tolerance for ambiguity possessed bt. IJlQ~t.
~-----··-~-~~-.,~··-~·~~··-'-~~-• u~·-•• •·-~~•••••••--··--·~-·

•

Chinese ts best suited for a hierarchy-oriented group expetience. Very
seldom, if ever, would there be no leader at all (Kosokoff 1978).
le~ders~

Group

who are usually appointed by someone higher up in the organiza-

tional structure, are accorded deference and respect (Danton 1938).

All other members of
status (Campbel 1

th~

l~61),

group

ar~

generally considered to be of equal

a factor that contributes to the cohesiveness

with which they gravitate towards the central figure of the leader.)
[This latter characteristic means that it would be to and from the
leader that most final communications would be made.

Authoritarian.-

leaders assume the major responsibility for directi.ng, coordinating and
evaluating the group's activities.

They are usually more concerned than

democratic leaders with the group's productivity.

They

may manifest

their concern with control by attempting to answer themselves many of
the questions posed wi·thin the. group (Rosenfeld 1973). 1
\}n the more democr·a tic American group, a1though the 1eader may
serve as a structural force in the communication network, co11111unications
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..
f~equently am~ng

flow more

Chinese group.

Lines of communication may be found nearly

thr~ugh

dispersed

consistently

the other members of the group than in the
equ~lly

all of the possible group configurations, instead of

funneli~g thr~ugh th~ ~roup

leader. With less centralized

1~ader·ship there is· apt to be a. greater fee 1i.ng of participation and
, responsibility amo_ng

th~

group members (Hsu 1970W

[The communi·cation network is not only visible in the interaction
· patterns of the group, but thro_ugh nonverba 1 s i gna 1s as we 11 •

Depending

on the facilities and circumstances, of course, American and Chinese
.:-.·small. groups may- arra_nge themselves in a variety of revealing formations.
Those Chinese small groups observed were usually arranged in a circular
seati:.ng cont:iguration, unlike the more rigid row organization of classrooms"

The ci·rcle i."s ce·rtainly reminiscent of the cohesive, group-

centered Chinese personality.
aut~orit.y,

there

~ight

In relationship to -the Chinese view of

seem to be a discrepancy here, if it were not for

t.he f"'ct that the ieader, the authority figure, is. given sl.ightly more
s.pace to accord h.i'm· or her the approprfate status.
. given authority over the space of
fe~ture"

cat.egory such items

as

othe~s:

The 1eader is even

the Chinese assign to a "fixed

chairs, which they may not move without
I

th.e permission of thei·r leader (Hall 1973).]
[The use of

a

circular seati.ng arrangement and the general lack of

overt ma.ni fes ta ti ons of authority in a Chinese group situation may be
due to the fact that it is less necessary to use noticeable displays of
command

~n

a culture where authority is inherently accepted.

dichotomy here:

There is a

the leader·must superficially appear to be a part of

the group, but authority is affirmed by the less visible centralization
accomplished

thr~ugh

the communication network.

~
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The American leader, riot bei.ng so inherently established in the
authority pos.ition, may find it necessary_to display authority through
external means, such as

sitti~g

at the head of a rectangular table.

This procedure is bei_ng cha_nged, however, in

~any organiza~ional

groups,

with tbe leader qften positioni.ng himself or herself in the middle of.
· the table or perhaps usi~g a ·citcular tabl~, in order to reassert the
effect of

b~i~g

one of the group.

Bet_ng tasl< spectalists, American leaders are less motivated to
receive positive affective responses from group members; they are more
::ltkely to critiritze and
..-·

~·li:en~tion

ca~ego~ize

them, thus establishing the individual

pr·oces·s covertly as well as overtly (Rosenfeld 1973) .

The formation of subgroups is more likely to occur in American
tas~

groups thari tn the Chinese, due

indivtdual~sti~

groups.

~o

the segmentation tendencies of

A cohesive group will be more likely to work

t.o9ether, thus a.voidi.ng splinter social and task subgroups.

The effect

of such unity is to further increase cohesiveness; conversely, the effect
of s.egrnentation is .to further decrease cohesiveness, since subgroups can
be detrimental

t~

group

functioni~g

{Rosenfeld 1973).

The wide differences in structural variables in American and
Chinese. groups may indeed be some of the most fundamentally difficult to
s.urmount:

these di'fferences touch.upon the very heart of the perceptual

dissirni.larities of the two cu.ltures, their individualistic and groupcentered orientations.

It may be extremely challenging for Americans to

put aside their feelings for individual rights in order to function
within the authoritarian structure of a Chinese task group and,
conversely~

difficult for the. group-centered Chinese to accommodate

themselves to a more individualistic form of group government.

In either
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case it would once again mean steppi.ng out of one s perceptually condi1

tioned frame of reference and into that of another.

INTERACTIVE VARIABLES
\:The persona 1i ty traits.' attitudes, be 1i efs and se 1f-concepts which
tndtviduals

bri~g

into

~

group situation combine to produce certain

a.ffecttve <,rnd proble·rn-solvi·_ng skills termed · interactive variables"
11

(Rqsenfeld 1973}.

Considered within the fr.amework of this study, whose

rn.a.i.n purpose ts one of determi ni_ng interactive tendencies, this set of
variables is

~ignificant.

· The cooperatjve Chinese value system and the

competitive American value system have direct effects on the ability of
their respecttve task groups to work

~ogether

and to solve problems.

Partially because of their conformant tendencies, Chinese group
-~..,_.._..,,

w~j can.

... ..,..,.,.,--

Thro.ugh out numerous studies conformant persona 1i ti es

have been shown to exhibit interpersonal communication qualities that
superficially appear less aggressive, impulsive and self-confident
than their more independent counterparts (Beloff 1958; Hochbaum 1954;
Hovland, Ja.nis and Kelley 1953; Mouton, Blake and Olmstead 1956).
tend, therefore, to be more submissive and dependent.
...

{'----~~l-~-<t'~~"""'""'-""""'Jo""')t°~.,,,. -r·"l.~-"'~l

..........

,._A. . .

:t";;,;, .....

..,.,,~.i

°''l""..,..._.,"'1-

~),

... ~... ,.,..••,.,.

They

Such inclinations

}

manifest themselves in behaviors that may seem cool and reserved to the
more outgoing Americans.

Although

~he

physical arrangement of Chinese

group members may, through its proximity, outwardly indicate intimacy,
. generally other overt displays of affection are avoided (Nahirny
1962).

It has been su.ggested that one of the interesting

features of close ideological groups such as the communist organizatio:n
of the PRC is that displays of personal affection are vehemently opposed
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because of their inhibiti.ng effect on devotion t.o the political cause.
To counteract this scarcity of physical expression, the Chinese have
developed an ability to quickly internalize feelings of fellowship with
strangers who share their same ideals (Nahirny 1962).
Americans, on the other hand, are considered quick to display
closeness, even th.o_ugh tt may be only on a .superfi ci a1 1eve1.

Their

individualisttc and. competitive $pirits have gi.ven them· an. interactive style

-----

that appears self-reliant and autonomous (Hsu 1970). They are gregarious,
.
-......._,_.,.__.....,....----.
needi.ng to a.scerta t~ and continually reaffirm their acceptance by the
. group..

This factor is perhaps a result of the feeling of separateness

tha.t·their inctividuality imposes upon them.

in their approach to others, even

str~ngers,

Within
group
.,.,.-"_. . . . the task
.

,,.,.

---....._,~"'fl'-

)-·JNJJ--.--.--..--........

and their language, both

verba.1 and nonverbal, reflects this informality.

Human relationships are

quickly· initiated and easily dissolved (Ruesch and Bateson 1968),
reflecting a basic indifference towards and an avoidance of deep involvernent with_ group members.

This may at least partially

b~

due to their

necessary response to cha.nge in a society where chi 1dren 1earn young
that rela.tionships are so often only temporary.
To compensate for the feeli.ng of isolation that individuality and
se 1f-re li ance may bri.ng, Americans .often attempt to enhance their i ndi vidual positions in the group by ·acti.ng tn a way that will give them

I

I

s ta.tus.

This results in a competition with other group members as they

a 11 vte for attention in various ways.

The competitive spirit is

divisive in its effect upon the interaction process.
mistrust each other (Ruesch and Bateson 1968):

Group members often

they never know when
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another group member, in a s·imilar quest for· status, may act in such a
way as

~o di~inish

their own importance.

Under extremely competitive

situations,_ group "mei:nbers may even withhold necessary information from

each other, thus impedi.ng

p~ogress

towards task completion. All such

serve to diminish the amount of interaction in the group

b~haviors

· (Kl ei_n 1956}.

Thts difference in tntensity between the more externally expressive
Americans and the more internal Chinese also relates to a difference in
r---~-a__.......-----·-- ~

the ktnds of communicative behaviors used.
~.·Chinese

As mentioned earlier, the

are more "h.igh-contextu communicators and the Americans more

·1ow context.t• The Americans, tendi.ng to be superficial communicators,

1
:

rely upon words and other overt behaviors to express their ideas, whereas
the Chinese emphastze the context in which something is said or done .

..

The Chinese depend little on the· coded or explicit part of~~~~~,~nd
- -- --..
...
instead look t~ nuances and· i"mpTfCitmean{n.gs-(Hall 1977). Words are
..

... ........

--~~----~-._

~"""'-~....-~,.,_,_.,._..

-

.,,_~

---------··-----h

u.sed sparingly, cliches frequently summi_ng up ideas with an economy of
expresston (Danton. 19.38).

Such a ·paucity of la_nguage extends to facial

movement:

kno~n

the Chinese are

ea.s.i. ly vts i b1e wa.Ys.

for npt_ showing their emotions in

To the uninformed American this may be viewed as

part of the stereotypical ''inscrutabi.lity" of the Oriental culture.
The Chinese may, in turn, find the more explicit and overt displays of
..

Americans to be obnoxiously

s~lf-centered.

The Chinese propensity towards subtlety extends into conflict
situations.

Chinese students learn conflict avoidance early in life, and
·---""'""
they bring this knowledge t~-~··t-h~~,·~;~~ l'f"group.,.,.n.fe~:fii9n~::Pr~oce·s&~--· 1rY
~--------...

, ., . ~,..._---~-·-"'---·-----··...i.. . . ~. . . . ~..----~~~·-- . . . . ,. . . . .

troublesome situations it is considered better to act as though nothing
has happened, therefore avoi di_ng the inevitability of action that would
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be necessitated by acknowle_dgement (Hall 1977).

If, however, it does

become necessary for a group member to reveal displeasure with another,
any reproach is enacted

t~plicitly

in the subtleties of behavior rather

than blatantly exposed. To avoid loss of face,
wh~never

action as
cost of

possible.

is used

As mentioned previously, the Chinese view truth and
courtesy and face must be preserved even at the

p~agmattc:

wh~t ~n

compromis~

Amertcan might term as personal integrity.

Outspoken

A.rnericans will especially have dtfficulty coping with this cultural
difference if they are not aware of its causes and implications.
Arn.eri cans worki-_ng in task_ group si tua ti ons with the Chinese might
tend to i'nsist upon certairi courses of action only to find that they
. ga.i n nothi. ng by doing so.

Aggressive behavior which overl oaks the

Chinese value on face may end all fruitful communication on the spot.

If, on the other hand,

Ame~icans

offer the Chinese a compromise situation,

they may gain- more than or_iginally expected.

Once trust

has· been established in thi's type of an intercultural relationship,
the Chinese wtll generally go.out of their way to work with the Americans
(Danton 1938)4

There is a tendency to come to the aid of those in whom

they have confidence (Cressy 1957), and they will demonstrate their
sense of group-oriented_ generosity in such a relationship.
this generosity, less information will

b~

Because of

withheld in a Chinese task

group setting, and the resultant cooperative mood allows them to learn

more from each other than their
(Deutsth and Gerard

~ompetitive

American counterparts

1955)~

Despite the fact that Americans are known to be forthright in their
confrontations with others, when working in a small group setting this
trend is usually tempered by decorum.

It almost seems that group members

---.-...----
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are not quite free to speak their minds.

They may exhibit a reluctance

to make flat statements in the areas of opinion or policy and avoid direct
confr~ntation

with other group members

Bateson 1968).

whe~.~-~i._. p_ossible

(Ruesch and

Much of the anxiety present under such inhibiting circum-

stances is exhibited through nonverbal rather than verbal signs.
may be due to a fear of

~f-disclosure

or of appearing

~~~~-~"'l( ,...~~~~··"'~"""'-~~~.....

f~_!.!~~~'

,...,....~· -.~~

..-,..,. ..

....

This
which

•

relates back to the American students' reluctance to answer questions in
class for fear of being ridiculed if wrong.

The fear of losing the
\\;""'"''"""'.
,,.,..~·--"""""'-~·....,~.
-...~........"'°'

cornpetttive social game is still very much present in the adult American.
\...._,_-....---~·-----·--~-·~·~·-- . -

The actual decision-making process in an American task group setting
pairs all of the interpersonal skills mentioned above with related
patterns of interaction.

Competitive American group members generally

approach problems from an analytical, critical and individualistic
standpoint, while the cooperatively-oriented Chinese generally approach
them from a coordinated, conforming standpoint (Krech, Crutchfield and
.

..-.-- .,..,.~~,,...

~~~~...~~--~ .......

Ballachey 1962).

The shared frame of reference resulting from this latter

standpoint makes the accomplishment of task goals easier.
The interdependence of Chinese group members leads to uniformity
of opinion and susceptibility to manipulation by the group leader (Krech,
Crutchfield and Ballachey 1962).

Leaders, though characteristically

a.voidi_ng direct commands and statements (Danton 1938), expect group
members to concede to their wishes.

Deviant members will be subtly

persuaded to conform with the desires of the group.

A study by Back

(1951) showed that the more cohesive a group, the greater potential it
_,,.,,...,._. . .,.,..~i-. . . . -•""'""""""

•

"""'"' .......~...._-~~-...~~-.,,..... . , ,.,.

~~_,.

has for effecti_n~.~-~~-[.~~.J.JL1bJ;... b.eh~4J·i-frr. · ef ~the~ .~gr.o.up_._!!L~b£.rs.

opposite to this tendency is the American propensity

tow~rds

Directly

nonconformity.

The low interdependence of American group members tends to make them .
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less subject to_ group coercion (Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey 196.2).
for the Chinese to expect compliance to group or leader decisions
when interacting with Americans, then, would be a mistake.

The only form of coercion, subtle tho.ugh it may be, that may aid
the Chfoese in copi_ng with what they may fee 1 is uncooperative behavior

I·

on the part of an American would be to use a ration~l argument.

j

Pride themselves on

j

American personality attacks most tasks from a problem-solving approach,
aimi~g

Americans

bei~g efficiently l~gical. The achievement-oriented

towards making decisions quickly and easily, a trait which is

~ulturally

perpetuated in the educational practice of

ing from a

problem-solvi~g,

critical position.

approachi~g

learn-

Because of this bent

towards logic, Amedcans are apt to appea.r coldly business-like and
si~gle-mindedly

devoted to only the task at hand.

Although they like to

emphasize creative solutions to problems, their slim tolerance for
extreme originality prevents them from having any great propensity for
idiosyncratic problem solutions (Ruesch and Bateson 1968).·
Be.ca use in an authoritarian society there is a sma 11 er number of
choices to be made, Chinese
quickly (Klein 1956).

tas~

groups

ar~

able to solve problems

It has been shown that cooperative groups will have

a h.i gher d.egree of productivity in terms of both quantity and qua 1i ty of

output tha:n. competitive. groups (Deutsch and Gerard 1955).

They also

invest mor~ effort ·in the maintenance and regulation of the group
structure.: It is the very cooperative nature of the group that gives it
this addit~onal strength:

a study of the effect of cooperation on task

performanc~ showed that this effect is interactive--i.e., the overall

effect is greater than the sum of all individual efforts because of tbe
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contributory force that·each individual effort has on the efforts of the
others (Davi~ 1969).
On the other hand, another stupy (Mccurdy and Lambert 1952) showed
that individuals tend to make fewer mistakes than groups, indicating
perhaps that the more individualtstic problem-solving approach of the
· Amert cans ts in some ways benefi ci a 1 to. the.. goa 1s of the group.

The

study specifi·cally tested the efficiency of small groups of three
compared to individuals
of cooperation.

work~ng

on problems that

·requi~ed

a great deal

It also found no difference in efficiency between

<groups in which free communi·cation was allowed and those in which an
~·ppointed

leader made all the decisions, two cases which somewhat mirror

the circumstances· of the US. and the PRC.

Another study (Marquart 1955)

found that the. group ;·s seldom better than the best i ndi vidua 1 in that
. group, further sayt.ng that

i~n

many cases the apparent superiority of a

. group may result from the presence of one superior individual.
Whether tt is the tndividualistic or the group-centered task group

that i$ ju,dged to

~e

superior in efficiency really does not matter during

an intercultural communication
is

th.~t

to worl<.

encount~r

between the two.

What matters

the. groups recognize thei'r i'nteracti ve differences and attempt
~tith.

them.

Americans must be aware of the fact that Chinese

. group members wtll interact i'n subtler ways than those to which they are
~ccustomed, that "face" must be maintained at all times, and that the

decision-01aki.ng and tnteractive processes will be more centralized than
their own democrattc system.

The Chinese must be aware of the fact that

Ameri cqn. group members are more overt and often s uperfi ci a 1 in their
comm~nications,

that they tend to deal more directly with problems and

that thetr interactions reflect a democratic, individualistic perception
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of life_
serious1y

Ea.ch_ group must not only re~ogni ze these differences, but
try to interpret all behavior ~ithin the appropriate framework,

adjusti_ng their own behaviors ·accordi_ngly.

CHAPTER XII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY

This paper has attempted to bri_ng together a l a_rge and di verse
bod.y of informqtion r_egarding the cultures of the United States and the
People's Republic of

Chi~a;

it has then focused its attention on the

transferrence of this cultural data to the people, through the acculturation processes of their formal education systems, and on the resultant
general effect on communication behaviors.
in the context of the small

tas~

to have s_tgnificance in the

upcomi~g

These behaviors were examined

group setting, a setting which is felt
relations between the two countries.

This paper has established that knowledge of the value systems of
9 culture is essential in understanding the communication behaviors of

each culture, for values have a definite impact on the direction of courses of qction.
It has also established that value systems are learned, not
inherited.

Because of the large amount-of time spent in formal education

systems-, the schools of the US and the PRC must accept a major portion of
responsibility for the perpetuation of cultural values.
stim.uli~

Through those

both implicit- and explicit, which exist.in the educational

setti_ ng, students form perceptua 1 and 1earning sets which dictate the
manner in which they receive and interpret all other stimuli.
process, ca1led

11

deutero-learning,

11

This

serves to perpetuate the values of
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the culture:· basic, learned perceptual sets will not significantly
diminis~

as s.tudents become adults--adults who are teachers, administra-

tors, parents, leaders or followers and WDO·, therefore, ·influence the
.

.

perceptual sets· of new. generations, making
the cycle complete.
.
Tpat is not to say that the cycle is unbreakable and without variations.

It is, in fact, a belief in perceptual flexibility that has led

to the writi.ng of this paper, for without the ability to. step out of

one• s perceptua 1 s·ets one would never be ab 1e to communicate effectively
wtth those who perceive life
~·a.bility

~s

~ifferently.

It is essential that

~uch

an

be developed, for when the members of two such diverse cultures

those of the US and the PRC come together in·a task group setting

they will be bri.ngt.ng with them all of their perceptual and learni-ng sets,
and those sets wi11 dramatically affect the success of their communicattons·.

..

Before true communication can take place, each group member must

understand what those sets are and why and how they operate.
What are those perceptual and learning sets· in the US and the PRC?
In exami ni.ng th~- ge_nera-1 characteristics of the cultures, two basic
perceptual themes dominate:

for the US it is an individualistic,

competitive set, and for the PRC it is almost exactly the opposite-a collateral, cooperative set.

Each of

thes~

general characteristics

is encouraged thro.ugh the educati ona 1 structures and processes- of their
respecttve coimtri es.
Th.e educattonal system of the PRC takes a collateral approach in
the classroom
activities.

thr~ugh

its almost exclusive tendency to emphasize group

This can be observed in such areas as instructional

techniques, nonverbal classroom stimuli and reward systems, as we11 as
in a stress on mutual responsibility.

The opposite, a self-oriented
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approach, ts· found in Ameri·can classroom procedure, where individuality
is enco4r.aged thro.ugh an emphasis on the unique needs and achievements
of ea.ch cni"ld.

In the Chinese

educational system the concept of social responsi-

bility i·s also emphasized.
tnstructi·on.

This i's done through blending politics· with

The American students, on the other hand, feel little

dedication to corrmi·tments or causes in a learning environment that is
.

.

. based on the principles of flexibility and detachment.
The authorttarianism of the communist government is reflected in
..,,,_,,___

.,.

!lo°NI'

•

"thetr educa.ti ona 1 system:

-~""?........,..~~~~~--rP,.~~.~~'·-·~~~~-

an other-directed, verti ca 1 orientation is

fostered thr~ugh a teacher-centered classroom.
tion of a democrat; c fa.rm

o~

Th~ horizontal orienta-

governme.nt is to be found in the American

classroom, where extra-curricular as well as curricular activities
. generally rely on democratic proc.edures, a characteristic which promotes
tn-Amertcans a quantitative p~rceptual set.
The 1ess·

of

-~ggressive

nature of the Chinese is reflected in the use

conflict avoidance tn their educational environment:

positive

beh.a.vior is emphas:tzed and "face" is maintained, creating a harmonious
educational atmosphere that would be quite foreign to the more actionortented and .a.ggressive American students.
The

Chines~

government attempts to control the behaviors of their

citi:zens th.ro.ugh an equali'zt.,ng and r.egulatory process.
is promoted tn

th~

classroom

thr~ugh

Such a process

lowered admission standards, an

ernphasi.s on rote learni',ng and reciti.ng, and the requirement that all
students spend some time working with the peasants in the fields and
fa.ctori.es ... The r,egulatory tone of the Chinese system would seem alien

to Americans, for they are ta.ught to approach learni.ng from a critical,
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analytical and somewhat creative standpoint.

A11 of the above have been shown to.result in the aforementioned
perceptual and le~rni~g sets of individualism and competition and
collaterality and cooperation.

These sets were suggested i.n the corrmuni-

cation behavtors of the two cultures as they affected the operational,
structural and interactive variables present in a small task group.
Those variables found in the American task group are:

a stress on

organization, task accomplishment, and democratic group organization and
1eadershtp; a monochrontc ttme orientation; a lack of commitment to group
:-objectives; a quantitative approach to solutions; an analytical, somewhat
creative approach to problem-solvi_ng; and outspoken, aggressive and
superficially

g~egarious

oral communications.

Those variables present in the Chinese task group are: an interdependence of group members; a concern with formality and procedure;
. a. polychrnoi:c time ori·entation; a strict adherence to group norms;
01-tni.rna.l overt dtspla.ys of emotion or censure, as manifested in a concern
for "fa.ce, n i:n.di rection arid compromise; di· recti ve 1eaders; a centra 1i zed
communication pattern; a confo·rma.nt decision-making process; an efficient
problem~solvi~g

approach; and a

~igh

dependence on context for the inter-

pretation of messages.
CONCLUSIONS

There a.re no fancy. tricks fovo 1ved in the process of overcoming
tb.e cornmun.tcation ba.rriers induced by such very different perceptual and
learnt_ng sets as those extsting tn the American and Chinese cultures.
The solution is very simple~

One must first define those differences

and their manifestations, as this paper has attempted to do; then, using
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this information as a guide, one must attempt to transcend the bounds of
one's own perceptual set and to experience--intellectually and emotionally--the interaction

I
~

I.
~

thr~ugh

the perceptual set of the other .. This is

where simpltdty can be deceivi.ng, for the empathic skills required for
th.e 1a.tter step come more easily to some than to others.

The solution

l

may be s·trnp 1. e, but i't is not always easy.

I.

Cari_ng is a.n essenti a1 tngredient of intercultural communication, for

If one cares

en~ugh

t6 make this effort, however, it can be done.

j

ca.ri.ng is involvement and

involv~ment

is the crux of the empathic process.

lf one attempts to truly listen to others--not just with the ears, but

with tb.e whole bei.ng, mi'nd a.nd body; if one avoids evaluative and
cri ti. ca 1 responses, try-i ng not to view each issue as a wi n- 1ose" propo11

sition; and jf one interprets all interactions within this open-minded
frarnework.~.then·perhaps

true intercultural communication can take place.

As relations between the US and the PRC continue to build, such
intercultural commuriication skills will become not just desirable, but

cfucial.

It is not just in this way that the skills

a~e

needed, however:

they a.re needed i. n every aspect of 1i fe, as the peop 1es of the war 1d
increasingly come into contact with others whose value systems and
cornmunica.tion behaviors are different from their own.
·others from

for~ign

cultures and

ethni~

This may mean

groups, or simply otheis who-

look at ltfe 'from a slightly different perspective.

The word "communica-

tion" i.s related to the word "commune" and implies a sense of community
with fellow human

bei~gs

(Rosenfeld 1973).

Intercultural communication

extends that community just one step further into the community of the
wor1d.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The ideas proposed tn this paper suggest.several interesting topics
for further emp1rical research:

although much cultural and historical

data is already avai"laole on both the US and the PRC, there is always
room for additional analyses of these areas; the field of deuterolearning· ts relattvely young and unexplored and certainly deserves
•

•

I

j

further invest_igation; and the field of empathy, also well documented

(for further information, refer to Milton Bennett's ."Overcoming the
Golden Rule:
Yearbook 3.

Sympathy and Empathy."

Ed. P. Nimmo.

Communication

International Communication Association, 1979), continues

to call for exploration of its application to various situations.
Most relevant at the present, however, would be research addressing
the intera.ction processes of a small task gr,oup consisting of Americans
Q.nd

Chinese.

In 1_ight of today's increasi_ng contact between the cultures

of the US and the PRC, it would seem to be especially important to test
the validity of some of the individual behavioral patterns suggested in

this paper and to exarntne their effects within an intercultural exchange
--more specifically, the effects that some of the cultural differences
have on contract negotiations between the two countries.
Since operati_ng variables are the ground rules for the interaction
process, it is especially desirable that several cultural differences
present i.n this area be explored.

How, for example, will efficiency-

minded Americans interact within the less urgent atmosphere of the
Chinese

tas~

group? Will the Americans measure task outcomes differently

than the Chinese? What about closure:

how will the expectations of

each cultural group affect task completion?

Will there be a difference
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in the timei that eac~ grou~ perceives closure taki~g place?
T~is

paper's exploration of task. gr<?UP structural variables implies

some deeply rooted di.fferences between the cultures of the US and the

PRC. Given the dissi·mi1arities. in leadership expectations--i .e.,
authorita.rian versus democratic--i't· would be interesti.ng to explore
the1:r effects on. group i'nteraction and task completion.
anctes in expectations tnterfere with cohesion?

Would discrep-

And, if so, how?

What ktnds of leadership and interactfon styles can the American
business person adapt to best fit into the Chinese authoritarian system?
-. Perhaps most productive would be a content analysis of the genera 1
j nteracttve network of a_ group contatni.ng a mixture of Chinese and

Americans·.

One could examine the network in severa 1 situations:
le~der,

an American leader, with a Chinese

with

with a predominant number

of Americans, with a predominant number of Chinese,. and so forth.

The section of this paper dea1i.ng with interactive variables also
~.~ggests several provocative tdeas for further study.

What, for example,

.

.

is the effect of the Ame.dean-style_
Chines·e, and vice versa?

g~egariousness

on the more reticent

This question could be explored in relationship

to coh.estveness '· group effectiveness. or perception of others.
sent~.tion

A repre-

of this· latter question may be found in nonverbal communication:

how.accurately do the more high context Chinese perceive the nonverbal
communications of the Americans?

Does the low context American sharpen

his or her nonverbal abilities when put into contact with the less
verbal Chinese?
Each of the three communication areas explored in this paper-operati_ng, structural

~nd

interacttve variables--offers much material

for further exploration, and it i's hoped that this study has provided
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an impetus for such inves~igation.

Knowledge of the field of interaction

between the US and the PRC is in its modern infancy; many of the previous
assumptions are no l~nger valid and it is necessary to explore this

a.rea anew .
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